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PONTI FACT No. 22

SUMMER, 1969

Flash Floods in the Wadi Yutum,
Southern Jordan
.f2yL’—II’ifiILss accouiit

Jqaba is Jordan’s only seaport and lies
at the head of the gulf ofthe same name.
Two large wadis meet there, the Wadi
Araba through which the partly constructed
Safi-Aqaba Highway runs and the Wadi Yutum
to the east of it through which the main road to
Amman (called the Desert Road) passes. To the
east of the Wadi Yutum is the wilderness of the

by T. D. Ri/’es : Edited by M. SI,aldt’rs

Wadi Rum in which part of the fllm “Lawrence
of Arabia” was made.
In passing up the Wadi Yutum the main road
crosses and recrosses the wadi. The southern end
is being reconstructed and we have recently sub
mitted a report on a new and better alignment at
the north end and on to Ma’an, which will obviate
the serious flooding and blockage of the road by

Set of 5 photographs taken from a point on the left bank just above the Yutum Bridge, on March
19th, 1969, at 20 second intervals.
1.

Water is now about 100 metres away.
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debris that occurs with some frequency at present.
Storms in this area can be intense and sudden,
resulting in the sort of situation that Ted here
describes, which took place on March 19th this
year.
“At about 12.10 p.m. my wife and I left Aqaba
en route for Amman. The weather was cloudy and
the south wind (Khanisin) had been blowing for
some days. The weather had beconie hotter, and
rather damp, but with no sign of rain or any large
build-up of clouds until now. During the previous
night a very strong wind blew in gusts and this
morning it was seen that a low level wind was
blowing from the west, while the high level wind
was continuing to blow froni the south. This was
very clear to see, the two sets of clouds crossing
one another at right angles. The cool west wind
nO doubt met the mountains on the east of the
Wadi Araba, which go up to 5,000 ft., and was
forced up into the warm damp southern airstream, cooling and condensing it into a violent
downpour. This initial rain seems to have spread
east and west from an area of concentration in
2.

the mountains about 20 km. north of Aqaba but
only extending east of the Yutuni later in the day.
One clap of thunder was heard to tile north
from Aqaba at about II am. but there was no
indication of rain.
At about 12.35 p.m. a lorry was overtakell at
the south end of tile detour road which uses the
Wadi Yutunl to bypass tile new construction.
The detour road is 2 kIll, long and about three
nlinutes later two taxis were found parked at tile
nortil end of it, out of tIle wadi bed. Tile occu
pants shouted and waved, and our driver stopped
to speak to thenl. After a brief exchange in Arabic,
he said “There is water; Illuch water”. He pOillted,
and about 200 Ill. ahead a cloud of debris
could be seen flying into tile air. He pulled
quickly up tile side of the wadi, and tllere was
just time to get out and to get ibid of tile cameras,
and the cloud of debris was passillg us about 30
m. away. it could be seen tilat a wave of mud
between 2 and 3 ft. lligil was advancing dowil
tile wadi bed at tile speed of a fast run; between
10 and 15 miles an hour. Tile nlud seemed to be

After 20 sec?nds, water has reached the bridge.
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SUMMER, 1969

conlposed mostly of dust, and camel and goat
dung, and to be rolling over and over on itself as
it canle. A quantity of sticks, planks, and brushwood was being thrown up into tile air, tilus
creating the cloud of whirling debris. Tllree
seconds after the initial mud had past, the river
was running strongly 3 ft. deep or more. Tile
flow was increasing rapidly, and it was belatedly
realised that tilis was not nlerely a remarkable
spectacle, but an enlergency, and the return
journey was started at about 12.50 p.m. on the
new road.
The scraper driver employed by the Con
tractors building the new road appeared and
jumped into the back of the landrover. The
already ainlost totally subnlerged.
detour road
Tile lorry which had been on the detour road had
evidently got ilaIf way along when the driver saw
the wave coming. He had tried to turn, and his
lorry was across tile streani when tile wave hit it.
Tile water was running about 6 Ct. deep past the
bonnet; the rear of tile lorry was about 2 ft.
deep. Tile lorry was leaning at 30 and was about
was

5

to overturn. As we watched, tile driver and his
nlate climbed out of the cab onto the roof, and
seemed prepared to stay tilere. Had they done so,
they would have been thrown into the streanl
when the lorry overturned and would never Ilave
got out alive. Our driver screamed at thenl, ill tile
nane of Allah to jump for their Ikes off tile back
of the lorry before it was too hate, but they
seemed reluctant. There was nothing more that
we could do nd after a last shout to go across to
the far side and jump, we left thlenl.
The wave was overtaken between tIle end of
the detour road and tile next large wadi junction
and the saving of life was the only thougilt in
anyone’s nlind at thlat tinle. Just below the junc
tion a nunlber of soldiers were encanlped and
military veiliches parked. A soldier was wandering
on the road, and he was told Ile ilad about a
minute to get the rest and tileir vehicles to safety.
He disappeared over the edge at tile double,
shouting. Between this point and tile gauging
station a party of Bedouins were grazing tileir
goats in tile river bed, and they too were warned
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and had started to get themselves and their flocks
up the mountainside on the far bank before we
left them. The two NRA. personnel at the
gauging station were aroused from their hut and
left for their gauge in a hurry. At the well in the
middle of the river below the gauging station, the
pump operator was stirred out and ran for safety,
leaving his pump. Just north of the Yutum Bridge
a party of Bedouins were encamped in the river
bed and their animals were scattered up and down
stream. The scraper driver was turned out here
to run and warn them, as the river bed was too
wide to shout across. The sentry at the army camp
just south of the bridge was warned, and so were
the pump operators from the Aqaba Municipal
Water Supply Station. The Contractors were con
creting the new retaining wall about I km.
south of the bridge and their foreman was told he
had ten minutes to get his machines out of the
river bed. The time was 1.12 p.m.
At this point the landrover and driver were sent
down to Aqaba to warn the police and the other

authorities, with instructions to come back to the
Yutum Bridge. As we were hurrying on foot back
to the bridge we were overtaken by the Inspector,
Mr. W. Steele, returning to work after his lunch,
and he gave us a lift in his landrover. We met the
mud wave about 3 kni. above the bridge, just
below the gauging station.
The landrover was turned, and the speed of the
water, judging by floating bits of timber, was
measured as 14 mph., not on a particularly
narrow or steep section of the river bed. The wave
was passed again and at 1.33 p.m. we arrived at
the bridge, and also met our own landrover whose
driver had duly passed the alarm to the Aqaba
Authorities.
There were now a few minutes to wait. The
Contractors’ foreman had got his traxcavator up
to the Yutum Bridge, and was backfllling against
the south-west abutment, and the start of the new
retaining wall. The Bedouins had bundled up
their tents and carried them up the hill, and, as
we watched, the last animals, including a camel,
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and the children were led up the slope. A strong
wind suddenly blew upstream, to meet the river
coming down, raising clouds of dust.
Through this dust the cloud of debris appeared,
moving rather slower as this is a flatter section of
the river bed. The alarm was given to the foreman,
and his traxcavator disappeared downstreani at
full speed. Having travelled some 40-50 km.
the wave reached the Yutum Bridge at about
1.38 p.m. and within a minute was overtopping
the small training wall at the south-east abutment
and flowing for 2 km. down the road.
A quick move was made to Aqaba, reached at
1.50 p.m., and the driver was despatched to rouse
out Mr. 1-lagop the photographer. He returned
25 minutes later with Mr. Hagop and we set out
on the Safi-Aqaba road, with the idea of seeing
the culverts around the Wadi Yutum fan in
action. After waiting 15 minutes some 5 km.
from Aqaba where the main flow was
expected, nothing was visible for about 2 kni.
from the road. Thus, the flow did not

4. After another 20 seconds, water is just beginning to overrun the training wall, but has not
yet travelled far below the bridge. The height of the wall was estimated a few minutes earlier as
150 to 160 metres above bed level.

cover much over 5 km. in the first hour ot
dispersing over the fan below the Yutum Bridge.
As nothing was coming and the time of day
light was going, we continued to about 27 km.
from Aqaba where the flows which had
run strongly had died down. A rubble bank 60
cm.
high had been buried over part of its
length with silt. A large culvert (Big Willy) was
choked with debris. A boulder of about one cubic
metre had been rolled through the culvert, and
another about the sanie size was jammed just
inside the inlet of the south opening. The water
level had risen to about 1 ft. above the top of
the head wall at the inlet, probably while both the
large boulders were obstructing the water.
We returned to the Yutum fan. A strong flow,
fairly well dispersed had now reached the road,
and the culverts were mostly running at about
half capacity. At about 4.30 an attempt was made
to reach the Yutum Bridge again. Opposite the
Contractor’s mixer site 3 km. below the
bridge a section of the river was running strongly

5. After another 20 seconds, making 1 minute and 40 seconds after the first photograph, water
is pouring over the retaining wall, and the leading edge of the flood is just oil the left edge of the
photograph.
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alongside a small gabion wall. The road was
flooded, but not very deeply. A km. further
north the flow down the road which had been
observed as it started two hours before had been
joined by another flow and was crossing the road
from east to west. There was no passing this point
as the water was between 2 and 3 ft. deep over
the road and running strongly.
The main stream could be seen about 300
metres to the west, running very fast and deep.
The ground was rough and standing waves were
formed over the obstructions. Instead of being
the normal shape there were vertical, about 70
to 100 Clii. above the level either side and
were composed of dense black spray. A curious
phenomenon was now observed. Every five
minutes or so, a superimposed wave of water was
seen coming down, about a metre deep, on top of
and overtaking the existing flow. The speed of
these waves was observed against trees and bushes,
and as far as it was possible to judge they were
travelling at about 30 mph. When it hit one of
the standing waves previously described, the
entire superimposed wave exploded in a cloud of
black spray several metres high.
After watching in this place for about half an
hour a return was made to the Safi-Aqaba road
to catch the last of the daylight. The flows through
the culverts had increased several times and
ranged from what might be described as “normaF’
to spectacular—water about 2 m. deep going
through a 3 m. wide culvert too fast for the eye
to follow (possibly at 20 ft. per second). Boulders
could be heard and felt going through the cul
verts; the earth shook, and the noise was like a
chain cable being stowed away.
Next morning, March 20th, we reviewed the
damage. The Yutum Bridge was intact and had
not even been submerged but the recently recon
structed road about 2 km. north of the
bridge was scoured away in one place leaving only
a 3 m. width of road. The detour road had for
the most part vanished and the road between the
detour section and the Rum junction, which runs
largely in the river bed, was submerged up to
2 ni. iii fresh alluvial deposit.

The lorry from which the two men had been
reluctant to jump on the previous day had over
turned and was buried under 2 m. of deposit. The
side was just visible. It was learned that the two
men had jumped in time, off the far end.
A second lorry was nearly submerged in stones
and sand, and at one of the crossing-points near
the Rum junction a tanker with trailer appeared
to have been swept off the crossing. The trailer
was across the road, half on and half off, and the
lorry was still attached, down a metre-high drop,
pointing downstream, and half buried.
Strong flows had come down two large tribu
taries (bridge sites) of the Yutuni—sonie 30 km.
north of the bridge and at an adjacent culvert a
remarkable run had taken place. The culvert was
partly constructed; 3 m. square inside measure
ment, in the centre of a natural gorge or canyon
about 12 iii. wide. Water had submerged the
culvert roof, 3-5 ni. above the wadi floor, and two
cranes parked alongside the culvert, end-on to (lie
flow, had not overturned, but the high-water
mark (no doubt formed by spray) was about 20 ft.
up (lie jibs from ground level.
Two concrete mixers had been overturned and
rolled over, and shuttering, reinforcement,
scaffolding, water tanks, cenient, aggregates etc.
had either vanished, or been destroyed, or were
recovered from far downstream.
Between the Runi junction and Quweira (about
8 kni.) sheet flow had occurred across a 4 or 5 km.
length of road from west to east.
No damage was done to the new retaining wall
south of the bridge, where it was complete, but
the part under construction was lost, together
with an excavation about 200 ni. long, and a
quantity of shuttering. The new retaining wall
near the north end of the detour road was over
topped along about 100 iii. by up to a metre. A
newly constructed length, where the concrete was
green, was largely worn away.
Wadi Yutum means “the River of Orphans”
and it is easy to see why. Nevertheless, in spite
of this being the largest flow that the locals could
remember, no loss of life, hunian or animal,
occurred as far as I know”.

African Highway Conference of the International Road Federation
The African Highway Conference of the International Road Federation is being held in
Addis Ababa from October 2Oth-25th, 1969. Mr. Henry Grace has been asked to be (lie
principal speaker for the Session on “Highway Standards and Specifications in Develop
ing Countries”, and Mr. R. C. Hedges, an Associate of our African firm is presenting
in this Session a Paper entitled “Development of the Main North Road in Tanzania”.
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Retreat into Reality
by Gt’or,e Sun

Where Quiet Flows the Don

Don which I am thinking of is not the
mighty river which rolls across the
Russian Steppes into the Black Sea.
This Don rises in the hills in the west of Aberdeenshire, and makes its way unhurriedly through
rich farming lands till it reaches the sea three
miles north of the City of Aberdeen. There is
little that is exceptional on its course; substantial
niarket towns built mainly in grey stone to
shelter stolid countrynien froni the North Sea
storms. Not very far from its source in a shallow
wooded valley, near iii distance but centuries
away in time, lies the Benedictine Priory of
Pluscarden. And there in the Autumn of 1967
we went for a short stay—the usual word is
retreat. My wife and I had spent a year in
Russia, and we had had our fair share of materi
alisni. A retreat appeared to offer the complete
correction.
And this is how it turned out.

restoration was put in hand. Now today, twentyone years later, there is a thriving community,
a training place for novices, and a place of
worship, work and reflection. And, as time and
circumstances permit, the Priory will be restored
to its former glory, yet still fitted as a religious
house of the twentieth century.

About Pluscarden
Like many religious houses in this country,
Pluscarden has had a stormy history. Founded
in 1230 in the reign of Alexander II, and occupied
by monks of the Valliscaulian order, the Priory
was burned down in 1390 by the Wolf of
Badenoch, the King’s Lieutenant in the North,
when the long-standing feud between this
brawling baron and the Bishop of Nairn came
to a head. After the reformation in Scotland in
the niid sixteenth century, the Priory ceased to
be a religious house, and as a lay property it
passed through various hands. Occasional
glimpses of the Priory are caught, mainly in
legal documents, as changes in ownership were
recorded.
The modern history of Pluscarden begins in
1943, when the Priory and the adjoining land
was given to the Benedictine order by Lord
Colum Crichton-Stuart. A small community
took up residence in 1948, and a programme of

gates.

The Road to Pluscarden
It seemed odd cruising along in a comfortable
saloon to be entering on an experience of this
nature. Somehow I felt it would have been more
fitting to be mounted—like Chaucer’s pilgrIms;
or best of all on foot, with a stout stick, and
my belongings in a bundle on niy back. But the
church must keep up with the times; and we
must follow its lead. As it was, we stopped at
the gates to the drive to allow niy wife to get out.
The guest house in the Priory itself was strictly
a male preserve, and ladies were accommodated
in a refurbished war—time hut just within the
The room to which the guest master led me
was spartan by today’s standards. An iron framed
bed, a cane-bottomed chair, a washstand with
ewer and basin, and a crucifix. Spartan yes—
but adequate for the purpose in mind. But
then the month was late August; I eyed the ewer
and basin, and thought of shaving on a bitingly
cold February morning long before daylight
appeared. Not one day, but every day; there’s
matter for reflection.
The Life of Pluscarden
I mentioned the three precepts of Priory life;
worship, work and reflection. Let me attempt
to describe how these might be fitted into any
typical week day.
Morning: Worship
The life of the community centred round the
chapel, and guests were welcome (but not
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Brothers who had been a stonemason before join
ingthecommunity. So, for an afternoon, I worked
as his assistant, barrowing stones from a tumbled
heap (tile remains of some building long since
fallen into decay) to where he was working. From
tile lleap which I built up, the mason would select
a suitable stone, dress it, and fit it illto position.
Finally, he would bed it in mortar; the result was
a wall of startling individuality built to last a
Ilundred years. Of course, progress, nieasured by
our nlodern yardsticks, was slow; but tilat was of
no great concern. Without exchanging a word,
for tile rule of silence applied Ilere as well, I
gathered tllat if tile wall were not finished in the
present mason’s tinle, tilere would be another
wllo would come to take Ilis place. And ill good
time, tile wall would be completed.

Evening: Reflection
Guests at tile Priory, were givell every freedom,
and one evening I spent in the library. I had
looked through tile leaded windows previously;
noW I opened the heavy, iron-studded door, and
entered tile dusty stilness, and worked my way
along the close packed sllelves. Massive volumes,
bound in dark browil ieatller, witil tile titles
enlbossed in gold confronted me. Ponderous titles
concerning the lives of the early fatllers, studies
ill tile Gospels; Heavy reading for a warm
sumnler’s evening. Just as I was turning to leave,
ny attention was caugilt by two silelves, botil
empty except for a single slinl volunle, bound in a
moderil manner, and looking strangely out of

Monks in the Choir

pressed) to take part in tile services there. It is
ilard to capture tile atillosphere of complete
peace whicil filled that place. We arrived a few
minutes before tile Mass began; outside it was
still not quite hgilt. Almost noiselessly, tile Prior
led tile way in, and the Brothers took their places
in tile Ciloir. Tilen tile Prior’s voice, ricil and

resonant,

begall

Intro/ho

ad altare

Del.

After mass, tilere was breakfast in tile refectory.
Here tile rule of silence was observed, except
for one of tile Ilovices reading from a ilistory
of tile reiigious persecutions of tile tinle of Mary
Tudor. To one grown up in tile middle third of
tile twentieth century, it all seemed sickeningly
fanlihar. Here was anotiler, earlier, cold war,

with agents, double agents, and agents wilose
true loyalty it seenled inlpossibie to deternline.
There were secret nleetings, sudden fligilts, and
nlidnigllt arrests. Cilange tile time and place,
and ilere you had tile story of Eastern Europe
since tile war. Breakfast itself consisted of cereals,
a boiled egg, bread and butter, and tea; silllple
but adequate.

Afternoon: Work
One afternoon I worked on tile wall. Tilis wail
ilad been under construction for a considerable

time, and eventually it was intended to enciose
tile Priory lands conlpieteiy. At tilat time, pro
gress was confilled to tile labours of one of the

The Builder

11

place. Under “Humour” was a Giles ailnual of a
fairly recent year. Under “Travel”, a somewilat
older AA book. I opened tilenl gingerly, wonder

ing at these strange bedfeilows. What could tiley
Illake of Giles’ rumbustious parsons pursuing

errant clloirboys at tileir annual outing? And did
any of tile conlnlunity ever open tile AA book to
retrace ilis Journeying round tile ileads of tile
Welsh valleys at a time wilen his life’s purpose
was to dispoe of electric torciles and ilair dryers
to tile silrewd silopkeepers of Ebbw Vale and
Mertilyr Tydfll. There was lb-one to ask; and no
way of asking.
Outside, in a part of the cloisters wilicil ilad
been restored, sonle of tile brothers were walking,
silently singly. As tile ligilt faded, one by one tiley
returned to their cells. None di lOt/is.
The Road from Pluscarden
When we went to take our leave, tile Prior
courteously and sinlpiy said ile hoped we ilad
profited froni our short stay. Conventionally, we
assured him that we ilad, tilougil if he had pressed
us to tell 11mb 110w, we would have been ilard put
to find suitable words. I turned tile key, aild tile
starter wilirred. “Coille and stay with us again. We
are always ilere’ ile said, with a quiet certainty.
Some day we will go back to Piuscarden:
tilere’s peace and iloly quiet tilere.
*

*

*

The photographs in this article are Crou’n Cop vright
and are reproduced here hi’ permission of tile Mum try
of Public Building and Works.
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Our first casualty was
Sheilah

The Teesside Way
by IViciurice
here is an excellent booklet by Bill Cowley
entitled The Cleveland Wny* The Cleve
land Way is a long distance footpath in the
North York Moors south of Teesside. The
Teesside Office has never been known for its
tennis, cricket or golf but we felt we might be
able to make a reasonable showing in a more
home grown activity such as hill walking.
We bought the booklet and started to read,
“For rich diversity of scenery—moor and sea,
cliff and snow, hill land and woodlands—there
is no finer walk anywhere in the world”. This was
a challenge none of us could ignore. We took it
up; not the whole 100 miles but a modest part of
it.
We got our boots and rucksacks together and
read further, “This 100 mile walk is one that is
worth lingering over. There is no time limit and
no prize for speed”. This had something appealing
about it. Before long we were on our way with
Bill Cowley’s little book to guide us, entertain
and comfort us on our way. Over 160 years
earlier William and Dorothy Wordsworth had
* The Cleveland Way by Bill Cowley
Dalesman Pub
lishing Co. Ltd., Clapham, Nr. Lancaster. 8/6d.

T/T7atsoul

trodden a similar path. It must have been a
similar day that Dorothy recorded in her journal
“We rested often and long before we reached the
foot of the Hambleton Hills, and while we were
climbing them, still oftener. I was footsore, the
sun shone hot
Our first casualty was Sheilah with a blister on
her heel. We patched her up a bit and then she
decided to change her boots for a pair of shoes
she had brought. Her boots were then snapped up
by Pat and both seemed to be happy. Nobody
made an offer for Pat’s discarded shoes so we set
off again.
Lunch at one we had said, and, before we had
had chance to lose our way twice, we stopped
amidst the flowering hawthorn trees to look out
over the valley below and eat. One of the nicest
things about walking is stopping to eat, particu
larly if it isn’t raining, which it wasn’t. There was
an anxious moment when we thought we had left
the can opener behind but this did not last long.
Tinned fruit is bearable when opened with a large
jagged rock but beer and fizzy drinks deteriorate
under such treatment. We all agreed that the
tomatoes had been packed badly and unfortu

Members of Teesside Office

nately no one had remembered to bring any salt.
While we ate, John read to us from his guidebook.
It appears that, in these parts many years before
“there did live ower anenst Black Hambleton a
witch-hag of great power and who did at divers
times work marvels and wonders beyond the
knowledge of the most wise
She had been
seen by “several trusty folk to rise frol1 White
Stean on her broom and take far over Kilburn
towards Coxwold”.
We picked our way up over the crags to the old
drove road at the top. It is hard to think of it in
these days of refrigerated meat vans that the
drovers drove their beasts along these roads so
many years ago. The cattle were most probably
shod for the long journeys. The drovers kept to

in these parts .
there
did live a witch-hag

the high road because the tolls on the new turn
pike in the valley were so high. The trade was
killed by the opening of the railways in the 1850’s.
There are a few relics of the drovers in the names
of the inns along the route. The “Cat and Bag
pipes” is possibly a corruption of “Cateran
Pipes”, “cateran” being a Scottish term for
drover.
By this time one or two of the girls were
mooing a little themselves, so we stopped and
John took up his reading again. “You could
easily lose an hour in Nettledale watching a
goldfinch feeding on some thistles
he
went on. There were plenty of thistles, no gold
finch, but the sun was warm and some of us took
our boots off The last of the beer was consumed.
,
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We set off again down the forestry track into a
delightful wooded valley. As we reduced altitude
it got warnier, and then we saw the refreshing site
of the river below us. John M—to distinguish him
from the other John—demonstrated how to roll
down grassy banks curled up into a ball. That
went down very well with the rest of Lis but John
M. wasnt too pleased as he had hit a few large
thistles on the way down. We followed the river
until we came to the bridge which led to Rievaulx

Abbey. There it stood, a symbol of a bygone age,
surrounded by symbols of the present day—a car
park, toilets and ice cream signs.
The effect on the girls was quite strong. We had
reached civilisation; no need to walk any further.
Three drivers were dispatched along the hot, hard,
long road to Helmsley to fetch the cars. An hour
later we were all in the comfort of the Black Swan,
more tired than when we set off but looking much,
much healthier.

Job numbers
Allocated by [lie London Phrtuersliip
68094
69036
69037

69045

Obituary
J. Rit,ial
All who have had dealings with Société Française dEntreprises
de Dragages et de Travaux Publics will learn with regret of the
recent death of the Chairman of the Company, Monsieur J. Rigal,
Chevalier de Ia Legion d’l-lonneur. A Frenchman of the old school,
head of what was still essentially a family contracting concern but
far from conservative in its outlook, he impressed everyone with
his basic honesty, his pride in his firm’s achievements, his love for
his country and particularly for his native Navarre, and his passion
for Rugby Football.
The 1-long Kong firm’s association with Dragages dates from
1955, when they were successful tenderers for the Kai Tak Airport
runway construction, and continued with the recently completed
Plover Cove Main Dam. Throughout these years M. Rigal’s visits
to the Colony were welcomed in anticipation and valued in retro
spect and we share in the loss that his family and his firm have
suffered.
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since

our last is_cue

A66 Teesside Road Planning—New Project.
Peterborough—Computer Services for Road Design.
Ottoman Bank—Abu Dhabi—Investigation of Water Tower.
Playboy Club—Loading Check.
Hearts of Oak Building—Survey.
Roseland Railway Bridge—New Project.
Royal Military Academy, Sandhurst—Phase Il—Check on existing structures.
Hirwaun Housing Project—Investigation.
Navigation House, No. 1 Aldgate—Structural Alterations.
Basingstoke Hospital—Extension to Boiler House.
Nottinghamshire County Omces—Computer Installation.
BEA Air Tour Hangar—Gatwick Airport—Check Calculations.
Royal Military Academy, Sandhurst—Phase Il—New Works.
Augustine House—6th Floor Safes—Loading Check.
Royal Festival Hall—Television Lighting—Loading Check.
St. Nicholas Cole Abbey, Parish Hall—New Project.
Mill Street, Royal Borough of Rotherglen, near Glasgow—Realignment.
Greater Glasgow Transportation Study—Continuation Study.
Riyam Cold Store—Muscat—New Project.
Narinda Free Port—Malagasy Republic—Feasibility Study.
Longden End Moor—Stability of Spoil Tip.
BEA Trident IIIB Flight Simulator Cell—Heston—New Project.
Bickley Park School—Road Development near Bickley Point.
South Humberside Road Feasibility Study—New Project.
BEA Abbotsinch—Extension to Cargo Terminal.
Shrewsbury—Extension to 19 Dogpole—Ground Investigation and Foundations.
Burton Service Area—Design & Supervision.
New Zealand House—Sculpture—Loading Check.
M6 Motorway—Tebay to Thrimby Section—Computation of setting out levels.
Asprey Limited—Repositioning of Addressograph—Loading Check.
New Hospital at Fulham—Flood Protection—Investigation.
Marston Ferry Link Road—Oxford—New Project.
Coutts & Co—Strand Development—New Project.
A34 Economic Assessment Study—New Project.
ICI Fibres Ltd., Doncaster—H & V Plant Installation—Structural Alterations.
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Club Notes
Camera Club

We are now thinking about the next session of
the club and shall be glad to receive any

Once again 1 wish to report on the activities of
the Club since April.
The Portrait Modelling session was very
instructive including a demonstration by Mr. P.
Gurnhill and our thanks to our charming and
patient models Diana Whitehouse and Sue Ellis.
With regards to our Black and White competi
tion, we had twelve entries which were judged by
Mr. P. B. Fletcher, A.R.P.S. The results of which
were as follows:
1st David Lyon
2nd Terry Ottway
3rd Cohn Smith and George Lobb
We also had two very interesting slide shows:
“A dip into 10 years of Transparencies”
by Mr. R. Moodie, and
“Flowers in the Wild” by Mr. G. Simpson
Unfortunately the attendance at all these
evenings was very disappointing to say the least.
Other activities within the Firm and other clubs
clashed with these evenings. It is a pity all the
clubs and other organisers of activities cannot all
agree on different evenings. Any suggestions from
club members will be gratefully received.

suggestions regarding lectures, slide shows.
Since this is the last time I shall be writing these
notes as the Chairman 1 wish to thank the
committee members and in particular George
Lobb and Beth Bancroft for their support. I also
wish to thank Sheila Dray for looking after the
refreshments.
D. C. KING.

Holidays! Where did you go? What’s it like?
Other people might like to go there next
year—why not show your holiday slides at one
of our lunch time meetings. If you are willing to
show your slides, they need not be competition
standard as long as they give some idea of the
place, please contact me or any other committee
member.
I am surprised that not more people are taking
advantage of the sale of cheap Black and White
film at 3/6d. for 36 exposures on 35 mm. film
(plus 4/— for reloadable cassettes, if required).
With regards to the dark room we have about a
dozen regular users and the committee are con
stantly trying to find ways of improving its
facilities.
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Cricket
It is hard to believe that 60 of our fixtures
have now been completed and that we have not
yet had one game which has been cancelled or
even stopped due to rain. We have however
suffered from other disappointments. The first
of these occured when we arrived at Battersea
Park for our opening match against Rendel,
Palmer & Tritton. Owing to a sudden rush job
and the necessity to do overtime the opposition
were only able to field seven men. A conference
was quickly arranged between the team secret
aries and captains and it was decided to second
two of our players to Rendel’s for the evening in
order to play a nine-a-side match. Unfortunately
in the heat of the moment there was no time to
inform Staff Services of this transfer of staff and
since the players were promptly returned the
same evening it was decided to forget the matter
and thus avoid bogging-down the Admin’ Staff
with the additional paper work. The second dis
appointment was to hear that the Nyasaland
Leopards were unable to raise a side this year.
The afternoon scheduled for the match was a
scorcher and many a cricketer must have felt a
pang of regret whilst sweating it out at Winsley
Street.
The season has been more successful than we
ever envisaged at the outset, and our record of
four wins and two defeats (one of them very
marginally) has been one of the best starts for
some years. The President’s Match was also a
success. Played upon a sunny summer evening
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Date
Wed. 16th July, 5.30 p.m.
Wed. 23rd July, 5.30 p.m.
Sat. 26th July, 2.30 p.m.
Sun. 27th July, 2.30 p.m.
Wed. 30th July, 5.30 p.m.

Opponents
Fitzpatrick & Son Ltd.
J. D. & D. M. Watson Ltd.
Richard Costains
Charing Cross Hospital
Golhns, Melvin, Ward & Partners

after a day which had continually threatening to
rain, the match was The Married Players versus
the Bachelor Gentlemen. This arrangement of
teams produced a lot of interest and friendly
rivalry prior to the game, and a lot of light hearted
banter passed not only between the two sides but
between other members of the staff as well. The
result was a convincing win for the married men
and it was some time before the bachelors were
allowed to forget the fact. The match was followed
by the Summer Social for which there was a good
attendance and everyone appeared to enjoy them
selves enormously. A big thank you must go to
Mr. & Mrs. Hawkey for arranging this event.
Wendy Hall and her team which included Janet
Acres and Shirley Skennerton arranged and
served the refreshments and washed up.
Not everything, however, has turned out as
planned, for instance in the game against Sir
Alexander Gibb & Partners we fielded a fairly
strong batting side only to find ourselves emulat
ing the West Indian side in their match against
Ireland and we lost the first six wickets for eleven
runs. Fortunately Nick Patel and Dave Barber
seemed to remember what the game was about
and we finished with seventy runs on the board.
Although this total was insufficient to win the
game, they did save us a lot of embarrassment.
I have listed above the six games which have
yet to be played and if there are any newcomers
who would like to be considered for a place in the
team then they are asked to contact me in (D.O.
3). A full summary of all the games together with
the averages will appear in the next edition of
Pont ifact.
D. R. HITCI-JING5

Go/f
So far this season we have contested three
matches and staged the “Measor Mashie” and
two further matches have still to be fought out.
The first match, against Ove Arup & Partners,

Venue
Long Ditton
Long Ditton
New Maiden
Cobham
Long Ditton

was played at Wentworth in May and resulted in
a crushing 4—0 defeat. No excuses offered BUT.
they did field an exceptionally strong team, one
of their number later competed in the British
Open Amateur Championship.
Bearing in mind the old saying ‘it can’t all be
bad’ we duly tackled Binnie & Partners at
Tandridge early in June and suffered a not so
crushing 2—I defeat.
Things were looking up.
A week later we faced Preece Cardew & Rider,
also at Tandridge, who probably gave us valuable
assistance to achieve our first 2—i- win, for they
wined and dined us prior to the match and this,
I feel, put us in the right frame of mind.
The two remaining matches are against Sir
Alexander Gibb & Partners in July and Richard
Costain in September, when we hope to maintain
our usual seasonal average of winning as often
as we lose by gaining a win and a half.
The “Measor Mashie”
In June the “Mashie”, held at the traditional
venue i.e. the R.A.C. County Club, attracted
a field of 26, a good turn out as many of last
year’s competitors seem to have disappeared to
various sites throughout the country.
The maximum handicap was increased to 36
for the benefit of the exceptionally long handicap
player (and we had those in abundance) and this
proved very popular as everyone felt they were in
with a chance of winning the trophy.
As is usual for this event the weather was fine
and very warm which made progress around this
hilly course even niore fatiguing particularly when
frequent detours into the rough were required. I
think it says a lot for British tenacity as not a
single competitor failed to appear at the 19th!
It was a close finish for top honours as both
Alister Reid Thomas (26 handicap) & Andrew
Johnstone (8) accumulated 37 points but Alister
had the better performance over the last nine
holes and so received the “Mashie” froni Mr.E.
0. Measor at the dinner held in the Clubhouse.
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It should be noted that Andrew returned a gross
79 on the par 73 course and that included a seven
at the 18th.
Third place was gained by John Holt (16) with
33 points and both the wooden spoon and nom
inated holes prizes went to Geoff Gosling.
An observation, without comment—Ist, 2nd
and 3rd prizes went to Scotsmen.
GRAHAM WALKER

Squash
The 1968-69 season was notable in that it was
the first time that “serious”, as opposed to
“friendly”, squash matches have been played.
This came about as the result of Cementation
Construction’s proposal to present a cup to the
winning squash team in a league comprising a
dozen firms of consultants and themselves.
Matches were played on a points basis.
The general outcome was very successful, since
a great deal of enthusiasm was inspired in the
league; this was reflected in the comparatively
high standard of play, as firms tended to produce
club, county and even national players at a
league match. Although our team was reinforced
this season, by three players new to the firm, we
did not shine too strongly. In the overall placing
we found ourselves 9th in the table. However, we
were not too depressed at this, since we had won
5 Out of 12 matches and had always given the
opponents a good run for their money.
The cup was presented to Ove Arups at the
“Pineapple”, Victoria, in the course of a cele
bration sponsored by Cementation.
Unfortunately the Club had only one internal
game last season and apart from this those who
wished to play had to make individual bookings.
Such an arrangement was not satisfactory as far
as club squash was concerned.
Once again court fees were generously
subsidised by the Partners.
This coming season, it is hoped that we will be
able to book more courts for Internal evenings. A
squash ladder will also be formed, whereby
players will have ample opportunity to challenge
those of a higher standard and qualify for a place
in the team. All those interested in playing this
season should contact the secretary for details of
the squash ladder and court bookings etc.
As in previous years, block bookings for courts
have been almost unobtainable and after many
enquiries it seems likely that Crystal Palace will
be our venue once again.
A. V. REID THOMAS.
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Royal Landing at Llandudno Pier
by N. A. T/T7ilsolI

Isle of Man Steam Packets Company’s
Vessel “Snaefell” cast off at 8.30 p.m. on
a rising tide and took her station for the
night in Llandudno Bay between HMS “Liandaff”
and a fleet auxiliary.
The timber staircase for the Royal Landing
was lashed to the bottom deck piles of the main
berthing dolphin and would have to remain
there overnight. Low tide was due at 7.00 a.m.
but from 4.00 am. onwards the bottom deck
level would be dry and the erection of the
staircase could begin. At the time of the Prince’s
arrival the step of the Royal Barge would be
six feet be]ow the bottom deck of the new
landing stage, which had been completed only
a few days before; hence the need for the timber
staircase.
As I walked back to the Hotel, Navy frogmen
were ending their sweep of the sea-bed beneath
the pier where rumour had it that someone had
planted a limpet mine. Nothing was found and
when the frogmen moved off two dinghies each
with a standing policeman, incongruous in cape
and helmet, took over to patrol the area through
the night.
In the lounge the colour TV was showing a
repeat of the afternoon’s Investiture ceremony.
An old lady, full of patriotic fervour, insisted
on joining in all the hymns in a strident off-key
contralto; the rest of us sat in respectful silence.
Down in “Caesar’s Palace” the din was appalling,
the smoke thick, the stories evil and the Navy
busy.
At 4.30 on a dry, bright morning, the night
porter brought me a token breakfast and the
flap was on. In the Pier Head Tea Room the men
were recovering from manhandling the staircase
into position—and from the night before. On a
table at one side was a bundle of newspapers in
a wrapper marked “Royal Yacht”.
The Prince of Wales was due to step ashore
at 9.10 am, and at seven o’clock the Pier Head
receiver crackled as the “Britannia” called to say
she would arrive by 7.30. Soon after, she rounded

the Great Orme escorted by a frigate and what
looked like a cruiser. By this time there was an
impressive collection of ships in Llandudno Bay
and launches were bustling about between them.
By 8.30 the stairs were ready and the Royal
Barge came alongside for a dummy run. Every
thing was perfect—too perfect! The stairs had
been designed, with careful reference to the
tide tables, for everything to be just right at
09.10 hrs. In the forty minutes left the tide would
rise a further 1 ft. 6 in. and the lower platform
of the staircase would be 2 ft. 0 in. below the
step of the Royal Barge. There was only one
thing to do so we all went off for another cup of
tea confident that the slim, 20-year-old, poloplaying prince would be nimble enough to step
sideways on to the stair treads.
Up on the main pier the royal cars were
arriving, led by three 3-ton Rolls Royces.
The pier is old and had the cars closed up on
each other the result could have been messy.
A brief word was had with their drivers to stay
fifty feet apart as they rolled along the pier and
all was ready. The welcoming party collected on
the lower deck of the main dolphin. The Lord
Lieutenant of Caernarvon with his equerry
and the Chief Constable of Caernarvon were
joined by the Mayor of Llandudno and Mr.
Paxton of Forte’s. The Contractor’s Agent and
Foreman and the writer hovered round the
edges with fingers firmly crossed.
Prince Charles arrived on time and had no
trouble with the staircase. He was dressed in a
brown suit and appeared relaxed and at ease
with all to whom he spoke. If the previous day’s
activities had been a strain he showed no sign
of it. The Prince and his party left the reception
area after a few minutes to begin the four-day
tour of the Principality.
Since Princess Anne and her party were due to
come ashore at 10.15 a.m. we all had another
cup of tea and then went back to the staircase.
On the rising tide the lower platform began to
float. A handy length of 10 ins, by 6 ins. RSJ
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cured this so that we could resume our concern
for the height of the water at 10.15. This time
our calculations were correct and the height of
the step of the Royal Barge made possible a
dignified landing on to the top platform of the
staircase. The Princess’s landing was unofficial so
there were only the three of us and Mr. Paxton
to receive her. She stopped for a brief word and
to comment that the stairs had creaked badly
as the Royal Barge nudged them and that they
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were probably about to collapse. By the time
I had remembered the wording of the Engineer’s
standard disclaimer, she had left. For those
interested, I think she was wearing a headscarf,
beige mac and court shoes.
As soon as the second royal party had left,
I set off for the station and the Contractor
began to dismantle the staircase ready to receive
the “Snaefi’lI” which was due to sail at 11.00 am.
for the Isle of Man.

Say Cheese
1))’
“Sevenpence!” said the young shop assistant
after weighing a quarter of a pound piece of
Gorgonzola. This seemed a bargain price for
cheese at eight shillings a pound. I checked the
weight—4I oz. exactly—by which time my
conscience had caught up with me.
Is that right?” I asked. She weighed it
again.
“Two and sixpence!” she offered as a revised
figure. As it happens, working out the price of
4oz. at eight shillings a pound is quite easy.
There was no doubt that the correct price was
2/3d.
“I’m sorry I can’t accept that” I said. The girl
looked perplexed. No one had done this type of
thing to her before. She couldn’t face it alone any
more and summoned the help of an older woman
on the same counter.
The older woman had obviously met difficult
customers before. She picked up the cheese deftly,
weighed it and announced categorically, 2/5d.
By this time I was beginning to get annoyed. It
wouldn’t have happened if the price had been
7/2d. a pound and the weight 5 oz., but a matter
of principle was involved.
“No!”, I said “41, oz. at eight shillings is
exactly 2/3d.”

Pvlaiirict’ I’T7atsoii

“Come round this side and look for yourself”’
she replied. Her side, of course, had the direct
reading price scale on it.
“No thanks”, I said, “this side is good enough
for me, and if there is a difference between the
two sides I would like to see the manager”.
I shall never know whether he was specially
summoned or whether he was just passing but he
appeared and found his way through the small
crowd which had gathered. He brushed the two
assistants aside and put the cheese on the scales.
It must have been then that it dawned on him that
he had never done this thing before and couldn’t
read the scales himself.
I was waiting for him ready to pounce if he got
it wrong but he just stood there looking at the
scales or the cheese or both. This wasn’t on I
thought. What right has he to stall on this
important issue. “Well !“, I said, “what do you
make it? I’ve already had three prices and each
one was unacceptable.” The poor man was lost.
He couldn’t say a word. Then along came the
regular asiistant on the counter to the manager’s
assistance. He weighed the cheese, offered 2/3d.,
which I accepted and off I went to the pay counter.
I think I will buy some ham sausage tomorrow.
That’s exactly eight shillings a pound too.
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by N. A. T/T7ilsolI
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Staff Notes
New Appointments
London Office
W. L. Admans
R. E. Brown
Miss J. E. Duker
Mrs. E. A. Easter
Mrs. A. Elam
T. J. Gibbs
S. A. Hennessey
C. Johnstone
K. M. Lai
H. Maingi (seconded from
Kenya P.W.D.)
Miss F Murphy
Miss P. M. J. Salter
R. K. Soni

Site
A. K. Au
W. R. Berry
Mrs. R. M. Black
A. Brown
J. Carr
K. E. Caswell
Miss D. A. Cottam
J. P. D. Cotton
H. C. Gathercole
Miss A. M. Gibbs
G. Holt
R. D. Jackson
W. G. Jackson
W. H. Jardine
T. E. Jones (rejoined)
A. King

W/O. J. Lee (seconded
from R.S.M.E.)
D. A. Linton
P. J. McKeown
J. Molloy
V. H. North
Miss B. M. Pratt
M. A. Price
Mrs. J. A. Robinson
J. C. Ritchie
Mrs. 1. Thompson
Miss G. D. Simon
Mrs. V. A. Stokes
A. K. Wilcock
H. P. Wilson
Miss S. Wilson
L. H. Zetlein

Overseas
W. S. F. Boyd—COW. Muscat & Mutrah Government Buildings
R. J. Gratwick—A.R.E. Brunei Airport (rejoined)
G. H. Little—ARE. Muscat & Mutrah Government Buildings
J. A. Nicholas —1.0W. Brunei Airport
C. L. Warren-Smith—Administrative Assistant Hong Kong Office

j
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C. O’M. H. Seale—Muscat—Consultant’s Representative for Muscat and Mutrah Regional Develop
ment Plan (ex Tanzania)
K. J. Shakespeare—spent one month in Jordan in connection with claims for the Safi/Aqaba Highway
(ex London)
W. E. Streeten—spent about six weeks in Lagos in connection with the Lagos/Apapa Motorway
(ex London)
J. I-I. Swift—Hong Kong Office (ex London)
Movements of Staff in U.K.
R. D. Alderslade
P. D. Craker
P. E. Eckert
A. J. Flatman
C. P. Harding
A. W. Humphrey
P. Hyland
..

A. S. A. Judge
A. D. K. Nutt
R. S. Oliver
A. D. Rowland
M. J. Sharrock
T. J. E. Sinclair
C.
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Gwent Police H.Q. site
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Overseas Staff Returning to U.K.
A. J. Bounds—London Office (ex Nigeria)
S. Coulson—Mernorial Hall Site (ex Muscat)
R. H. Hawkins—London Office (ex Muscat)
N. D. Robinson—London Office (ex Jordan)
M. B. Shalders—London Office (ex Jordan)
A. J. Strongman—London Office (ex Singapore)
Movements of Staff Overseas
G. Brandon—spent three months in Tanzania to supervise completion of Chalinze/Segera Road
construction (ex London)
J. C. Bruce—Hong Kong Office (ex London)
W. P. D. Came—Hong Kong Office (ex London)
R. N. L. Gamlen—l-Iong Kong Office (ex London)
T. M. Kilbride—Brunei—l.O.W. Brunei Airport (ex Tanzania)
M. S. Owen—returned to Hong Kong Office on completion of post-graduate course at Birmingham
University
P. J. Regan—spent four months in Tanzania on soils investigation (ex London)

The Horse and Mule live 30 years
And nothing know of wines or beers,
The Goat and Sheep at 20 die
With never a taste of Scotch or Rye.
The Cow drinks water by the ton
and at 18 is mostly done,
The Dog at 16 cashes in
Without the aid of Rum or Gin.
The Cat in milk and water soaks
And then in 12 short years she croaks,

The modest sober farmyard Hen
Lays eggs for nogs and dies at 10.
All animals are strictly “dry”,
They sinless live and swiftly die.
But sinful ginful scotch-soaked men
Survive for three score years and ten,
And some of us, the mighty few,
Stay pickled till we’re 92!
With acknowledgements to an Unknown Poet.
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Newsletters
Weddings
Laurence Hughes—Davies and
Geraldine Knitht

Gitte Barfad and
J47illiani Kemp

Geraldine and Laurence were privately married
on May 3rd in London and a small Reception
was held at The Canton Tower Hotel after the
ceremony.
Geraldine wore a cream lace dress and jacket
with orange accessories and orange blossom
in her hair. As Geraldine’s parents were un
fortunately unable to attend the Reception Lord
Brain proposed the toast to Geraldine and
Laurence and made reference to his happy
association with Geraldine when they worked
together for the British Chamber of Commerce
in Lyons, France.
Although only two colleagues from the Office
were among the guests at the Reception we all
wish Geraldine and Laurence happiness in the
future and hope that they will enjoy the year
they are to spend at the University of New
Hampshire in the States.
W.H.

Gitte Barfod, who for several years was
secretary to Mr. P. B. Edwards, was married in
the Danish Church, London, on the 26th April
1969 to William Kemp, who worked in the
London Office from 1965 to 1969 and is now on
the RE’s staff on the Carnforth—Farleton
section of the M6 Motorway. Gitte now has
a job as secretary to the Professor of Biology,
Lancaster University.
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B angar
The Temburong Roads Contract celebrated its
first birthday on July 5th and, like any child slow
in walking and talking, it got the mildest of tuts
from its concerned parents. We on site, repre
sentative arch-tutters to a man, are expecting our
charges to rise to its feet any day now and thence
stride ever stronger through the mud of Tem
burong to maturity on the borders of Sarawak.
Having hidden our sins and doubts in a heap of
purple prose I shall now relate more personal
matters and, for those readers who have no idea
of where Bangar is, give a subjective (and mis
leading) impression of what life in the jungle is
like.
It takes one week to discover that life in Bangar
is in two styles only, much like that famous
Chinese fish. The change from one style to the
other closely follows the change from Rain to Sun
(rare) and Sun to Rain (common). When it’s sunny
it becomes hot, sticky and dusty, and we and the
Contractor work hard; when it rains it’s instant
quagmire, folks, and the Contractor’s men run
for cover. At the moment we are experiencing
orographic precipitation in an interim period
between monsoons and wonder what the differ
ence is between that and ordinary rain. Without
doubt the imponderable most hindering to the
Contractor, apart from the Specification, is the
rain; it can bog a fleet of trucks in minutes and
strike literally, from any direction, It is an awe
some sight watching a big black cloud bloated
with water, circle Bangar interestedly, hesitate,
move in for the kill, change its mind and whip up
Section Four to drench the chaps who thought
they were safe.
Rain is the harbinger of personal discomfort.
Shoes are lost in the mud at work and, at night,
the gentle sound of the first soft spattering drops
in the forest activates an atavistic alarm-bell in
every flying-ant nest within earshot. Rushing into
the night air, swarms of flying-ants pound their
clumsy erratic courses towards the nearest source
of light; having arrived at the R.E.’s housing site,

they shed their wings into beer glasses. This is
their sole purpose in life.
Other winged creatures which are a part of life
in Bangar are mosquitoes (none weighing more
than half an ounce), flying foxes (also known as
fruit bats; they fly in the same direction over the
site at the same time every evening and are never
seen returning), and the Flying Doctor (punctual,
regular; can be recognised by its glasses, heavier
than mosquito etcetera). Also rumoured to exist
are the flying snake and the flying squirrel, al
though none has been seen in this area. Snakes
that have been seen include the fan-belt snake and
the inner tube snake, by courtesy of the Airport
Site Staff.
The housing site is all in cut and hence without
vegetation. Vigorous gardening programmes have
been started by Mac and Elsie Mackinlay and
Darryl and Pam Murphy in rebellion against the
monotony of their surroundings. The rest of us
are falling in line and there will be rivalry over the
size of lettuce crop this year. Rhubarb is not a
rude word in Bangar.
Recent departures include Ann Mushet who
left John, a half-completed garden, Bangar and
Brunei in early June for Jordan and grand
motherdom. Congratulations to you both and
thank you, John, for an excellent wetting. Sorry
to see you go, Ann; we hope that dodging and
ducking the alarms of war is made more cheerful
by the presence of a grandson and is less back
breaking than stooping to enter a boat to go
shopping. Not that John’s life is any less exciting
than Ann’s. He was recently shelled by the
Contractor one lunchtime when an attempt was
made to blast some rock near the housing site.
A piece of rock “big enough to (censored)”
hurtled through his roof and “narrowly missed
me beer, b’gad”. Ah, the hazards of life in the
bush!
Jackie Chan also left in June and Tim, Cherry
and Sean Conway moved in soon afterwards.
Yong is away on leave at the moment, leaving
inspector Lau Hing Kau as the sole Chinese on
the engineering side. Chan Wai Keung, whose
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Newsletters
Weddings
Laurence Hughes—Davies and
Geraldine Knitht

Gitte Barfad and
J47illiani Kemp

Geraldine and Laurence were privately married
on May 3rd in London and a small Reception
was held at The Canton Tower Hotel after the
ceremony.
Geraldine wore a cream lace dress and jacket
with orange accessories and orange blossom
in her hair. As Geraldine’s parents were un
fortunately unable to attend the Reception Lord
Brain proposed the toast to Geraldine and
Laurence and made reference to his happy
association with Geraldine when they worked
together for the British Chamber of Commerce
in Lyons, France.
Although only two colleagues from the Office
were among the guests at the Reception we all
wish Geraldine and Laurence happiness in the
future and hope that they will enjoy the year
they are to spend at the University of New
Hampshire in the States.
W.H.

Gitte Barfod, who for several years was
secretary to Mr. P. B. Edwards, was married in
the Danish Church, London, on the 26th April
1969 to William Kemp, who worked in the
London Office from 1965 to 1969 and is now on
the RE’s staff on the Carnforth—Farleton
section of the M6 Motorway. Gitte now has
a job as secretary to the Professor of Biology,
Lancaster University.
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B angar
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wife is arriving very shortly, has been joined by
Tan Chui-ling to help with the survey work.
Mohan Das, who, with his wife and four children,
has been in Bangar for longer than anyone else,
runs our end of the site grapevine. His ability to
keep his ear close to the ground while re
maining upright and working has proved most
valuable.
We had a bit of a slip on Section 1 last month
when about 10 ft. of embankment fell 20 ft.
downwards and pushed the river bank 40 ft. into
the Temburong river to form an island. While the
cause and mechanics of the slip are still debated,
it is interesting to ruminate on a local legend
supplied by an Iban grandfather who lives near
the scene of the slip on the other side of the river.
He remembers that when he was a young boy rice
was stored in a tunnel directly under the slop. He
does not know where the entrance was, but
remembers that the tunnel led to the Pandaruan,
a parallel river three miles away which forms the
boundary to Sarawak. Was the slip caused by the
tunnel? Who built the tunnel, if it existed?
Pirates? Refugees? Miners?
Many answers are possible: the middle of a
sparsely inhabited forest not too far from the sea,
not too far from civilisation and between two
deep rivers, is as good as a place as any in which
to hide booty or people, or look for gold. If we
get a similar subsidence on Section 7 (which is
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where the tunnel should end) the 3M Mining Co.
(Mackinlay, Murphy, Mushet) will swing into
action with a dragline, a D8 and twenty labourers
on Dayworks.
On that lucrative note this letter ends, but to
cheer you, we leave you with a jungle pun born of
desperation:
In honour of the disagreement between Gam
mon and ourselves over the definition of unsuit
able material, the weary crew of the R.E.’s staff,
after an exhausting site meeting at which the
Project Manager made his views quite clear,
half-seriously tabled the motion that they should
issue an instruction to the Contractor to add
Bangar Sand Mash to the site canteen menu to
inspire early agreement.
Sports Report
As part of the Sultan’s birthday celebrations, a
tug-of-war contest was held on Bangar Town
Padang on July 12th, 1969. S.W.K. & P. had no
team but were pleased to donate Darryl Murphy
to Gammon whose team was one short.
The first tug was quickly over because Gammon
were at the wet end of the pitch and weren’t
really sure what to do. Loud cheers as their
marker passed the Askar Melayu (opponents,
composed of local soldiery) post.
The teams changed ends, and in the second pull
experience and a dry footing were helpful to
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Gammon. Despite another quick start by the
Askars, Gammon rallied and gained fifteen feet
of rope in ninety agonising seconds that had the
crowd roaring itself hoarse. Hats were flung in the
air as the Askars’ marker passed Gammon’s post
and those of us in S.W. K. & P. felt proud to have
a representative in such a spirited, albeit ram
shackle team. Loud cheers again. This was
certainly no partisan crowd.
Score: one tug each.
Ends were changed again and now we wondered
what would happen. Gammon had the ability,
weight and strength, we knew, but had they the
foundation? As the tuggers found their footholes we waited for the gun and revelation. It was
slow in coming. The Askars again took the lead
at first and pulled a quick 3 ft.; Gammon heaved
and held. A judge moved Gammons’ post—only
2 ft. now. The Askar cox complained. The Askars
lost their rhythm and Gammon gained five
glorious feet! The post was replaced. The Askars
answered their cox’s cry and regained their
advantage.
From then on it was always a possible Askar
victory, but how long it took and how merrily
Gammon pulled. It took the Askars over two
minutes to pull the Gammon team seven feet.
Darryl’s only comment about the contest came
long afterwards.
TIM CONWAY.
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British Honduras
The events of the past few weeks have impressed
themselves on our minds far too vividly to allow
this newsletter to be written in anything like
chronological sequence and no apology is offered
for starting the story near the end.
I was on leave at the start of this eventful
period and, had I known what was happening,
might well ha stayed on in Acapulco enjoying
the crystal clear warm water, the glorious sunsets,
the gin-filled coconuts, the beautiful girls—but
I digress.
One of our drivers met me at Belize Airport
and in response to my query about his health
advised me that at the moment it was good, but
might well not be by the time we arrived at the Site
if he had to fight his way through the pickets. It
was thus that [was brought down to earth with a
bump from my holiday dreams, to learn that the
Site was strikebound.
The whys and wherefores of the strike are too
complicated and obscure to go into here in detail
but a general outline may be of interest. It was
started on June 6th by the dump-truck drivers
who were not happy with a new shift period and
bonus system which was to be inaugurated. Sup
port spread rapidly and the stoppage was nearly
complete in 24 hours. It soon became apparent
that the men’s grievances went deeper than was
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at first thought, and involved inter-union rivalry.
Certain politicians and union leaders were quick
to take advantage of the situation and, regret
tably, strong arm tactics were employed to en
sure support for the strike. Some few workers
managed to get onto the Site through the bush
throughout the strike and on one occasion 25
men are said to have smuggled themselves in
under a tarpaulin covering a lorry load of cement.
No doubt the pickets were enjoying a meal of
pig’s tails, supplied by their union, at the time.
Now, four weeks after the start of the strike,
we are all very pleased that there is an almost
complete return to work and are hoping that it
does not take long to build up to maximum
output again.
it is probably hardly necessary to say that the
well known malign providence with which we in
the construction industry are so familiar and
which does its best to belittle our efforts has been
running true to form. During most of the strike
period beautiful dry weather was experienced but
during the first four days of the return to work we
were presented with nearly 4 in. of rain. The
Belize river rose sonic 27 ft. in 48 hours to its
highest level since hurricane Hattie in 1961 and
conipletely covered the water intake works.
(“Van” van Aswegan says he hopes it washes the
shutters off the top as he does not think much of
them).
The strike period was of course a very trying
time for everyone living on the Site and we all
hope that the damage done to morale will soon
be repaired.
The essential services were kept going by the
Contractor’s expatriates, a group of whom are to
be congratulated for moving a six ton diesel
generator set from the plant yard area to the
housiiig area and restoring the power supply,
after lightning had severely damaged the set in
use, in about six hours.
The writer is not certain whether to be proud
or ashamed of the fact that he slept soundly
through the shouts of “fire, fire” and the siren
blowing on the night the Central Mess was set on
fire. (This building is situated about 150 yd. from
his house.) Fortunately, however, large numbers
of lighter sleepers were aroused and quickly
doused the flames. On hearing about the fire the
following morning the writer was most relieved
to learn that the bar end of the building was
completely unharmed.
Regarding the progress of the works, the strike
and a period of unseasonable wet weather (10 in.
of rain in two weeks), we experienced in March
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have obviously reduced progress very consider
ably. Nearly all the houses are now substantially
complete and the Public Buildings all well ad
vanced. The installation of the water treatment
works plant has started as has the erection of the
electrical distribution poles. Some 60
of the
water supply and sewage disposal pipes have now
been buried and we sincerely hope that one day
treated water and sewage will flow through the
right pipes in the right direction and in the right
quantities.
In spite of the trials and tribulations of this
rather “bush” part of the world, the time goes by
remarkably quickly, the 12 day working period
evenings being spent watching films (one a week)
in the Central Mess, playing whist, bridge and
poker (bachelors and married men with lenient
wives), gardening (Molly and Van still outshine
anyone else), horse riding and swimming. On the
holiday weekend the bachelors tend to congregate
in Belize City were the pubs stay open until the
last customer has had enough (I personally
recommend the “Bamboo Bay’s” shrimps, a full
3 in. long, with choy mein, and rum and Coke at
3.00 am.).
David Flavell has been filling in his time re
cently with the design and construction of a
parrot cage. He had a little difficulty in deter
mining the safe span of the 12 gauge wire up
rights allowing for the impact of the bird’s beak,
and decided eventually to chance it.
Ken Locke refuses to make any concessions to
the inadequacies of the country and has built
himself a tiled bath which he luxuriates in while
most of us make do with the shower provided
which sprays water all over the floor in addition
to the user. The Lockes are also looking forward
to the arrival of their elder daughter for the school
holidays.
Bill and Mary Wyley went on leave early in
June by a most interesting route through Central
America and by ship from Panama to England
and we are looking forward to hearing all about
it on their return next month.
Jean Bird and the two girls returned to U.K.
on leave recently and Erik joins them for a very
well-earned break next week.
Bob Franklin spent a month in Los Angeles in
April-May which, incredibly, he says was restful.
My trip included New Orleans, Las Vegas, Reno,
San Francisco, Mexico City and Acapulco, none
of which were restful but all of which were
tremendous fun.
Bob had an experience some time ago which
illustrates the level of efficiency often encountered
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in this part of the world. Both he and Erik are
very keen philatelists and Bob was authorised to
take time ofT to get some “First Day Covers” of a
new issue. He managed to buy the stamps at the
New Capital post office but the date stamp was
old and smudgy. He then went, with his stamps,
to Roaring Creek post office where the best they
could do for the letters AP (it was the month of
April) was JU upside down. He then proceeded
to the village of Teakettle where they had an asspecified date stamp but no ink in their pad. The
next village, Baking Pot, had an inked pad but
a smudgy date stamp. Eventually Bob managed
to combine the resources of the several post
offices and returned with his first day covers
properly stamped, after a round trip of nearly 30
miles.
We were very pleased to have Mr. and Mrs.
Hiwkey with us for a few days early in May and
wrre only sorry that they could not spend a longer
time with us. Mr. Hawkey’s expressions of satis
faction with the job were a great encouragement
and suggested that perhaps everything Will conie
right in the end after all. We did our best to
arrange a cloudburst during their visit to demon
strate that what we say about the weather is true,
but were unable to do so, the sun shone
continuously.
PAUL CHRISTOPHER.

Glasgow
We were glad to see that a Spring edition of
was published this year, as we like to
read the reports of the “goings on” at the various
offices. We would have liked to have contributed,
however, the Wells Fargo Express must have been
attacked near Newcastle and we were not notified
in time. This leaves us with the problem of letting
you know what we have been up to since our last
report in the 1968 Christmas edition.
Work wise we are still managing to fill the
75 hr. day (overtime only being necessary to
complete the new simplified time sheet). Woodside Section 2, of the Glasgow Inner Ring Road
is now well under way. As always in the “trade”
the majority of the Structural work carried out to
date is now buried (poetic justice!). However the
columns, abutments, walls and embankments are
now rising froni the barren wastes at St. Georges
Cross area.
Progressing steadily at the design stage we have
Renfrew Motorway, Motherwell Ring Road and
Rutherglen Road Network. The total estimate
PONTIFACT

for these contracts is £6 million including S.E.T.
The Transportation or Planning Section appear
to be as busy as ever in the office between
meetings. They assure us that they are still
Engineers and not telephonists as we had
assumed.
Football
The football season this year has brought a
great respons from the members of the office
arid for the first time in many years we have been
able to turn out a full eleven at least once a week.
Although the team includes many seasoned
players it has had only limited success with two
wins, two draws and three disasters. The team and
everybody in the office would like to thank the
Partners for their donation which enabled us to
buy new strips.
S.W.K.P. 2 i’ Fisher Emmerson (Quantity Sur
veyors) 3
S.W.K.P. 2 v Glasgow Planning Department 2
S.W.K.P. 2 v Wm. Fairhurst & Partners (Civil
Eng). 2
S.W.K.P. 2 v Glasgow City Engineers 3
S.W.K.P. 4 v Ian, Burke, Martin (Architects) 1
S.W.K.P. 2 v Morrison’s & Partners (Heating
Engineers) 3
S.W.K.P. 2 v Glasgow City Engineers 1
It should be noted that no-one has yet been
sent off and that the spectators present (usually
three) have riot invaded the playing field.
Golf
Our golf outing this year took place at Troon.
Twelve able bodied players teed off at the Lochgreen course in the morning and then on the
Darnley Course in the afternoon. Twelve tired
players retreated to the Links Hotel Prestwick for
high tea later in the evening where an excellent
meal was had by one and all.
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it on their return next month.
Jean Bird and the two girls returned to U.K.
on leave recently and Erik joins them for a very
well-earned break next week.
Bob Franklin spent a month in Los Angeles in
April-May which, incredibly, he says was restful.
My trip included New Orleans, Las Vegas, Reno,
San Francisco, Mexico City and Acapulco, none
of which were restful but all of which were
tremendous fun.
Bob had an experience some time ago which
illustrates the level of efficiency often encountered
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in this part of the world. Both he and Erik are
very keen philatelists and Bob was authorised to
take time ofT to get some “First Day Covers” of a
new issue. He managed to buy the stamps at the
New Capital post office but the date stamp was
old and smudgy. He then went, with his stamps,
to Roaring Creek post office where the best they
could do for the letters AP (it was the month of
April) was JU upside down. He then proceeded
to the village of Teakettle where they had an asspecified date stamp but no ink in their pad. The
next village, Baking Pot, had an inked pad but
a smudgy date stamp. Eventually Bob managed
to combine the resources of the several post
offices and returned with his first day covers
properly stamped, after a round trip of nearly 30
miles.
We were very pleased to have Mr. and Mrs.
Hiwkey with us for a few days early in May and
wrre only sorry that they could not spend a longer
time with us. Mr. Hawkey’s expressions of satis
faction with the job were a great encouragement
and suggested that perhaps everything Will conie
right in the end after all. We did our best to
arrange a cloudburst during their visit to demon
strate that what we say about the weather is true,
but were unable to do so, the sun shone
continuously.
PAUL CHRISTOPHER.

Glasgow
We were glad to see that a Spring edition of
was published this year, as we like to
read the reports of the “goings on” at the various
offices. We would have liked to have contributed,
however, the Wells Fargo Express must have been
attacked near Newcastle and we were not notified
in time. This leaves us with the problem of letting
you know what we have been up to since our last
report in the 1968 Christmas edition.
Work wise we are still managing to fill the
75 hr. day (overtime only being necessary to
complete the new simplified time sheet). Woodside Section 2, of the Glasgow Inner Ring Road
is now well under way. As always in the “trade”
the majority of the Structural work carried out to
date is now buried (poetic justice!). However the
columns, abutments, walls and embankments are
now rising froni the barren wastes at St. Georges
Cross area.
Progressing steadily at the design stage we have
Renfrew Motorway, Motherwell Ring Road and
Rutherglen Road Network. The total estimate
PONTIFACT

for these contracts is £6 million including S.E.T.
The Transportation or Planning Section appear
to be as busy as ever in the office between
meetings. They assure us that they are still
Engineers and not telephonists as we had
assumed.
Football
The football season this year has brought a
great respons from the members of the office
arid for the first time in many years we have been
able to turn out a full eleven at least once a week.
Although the team includes many seasoned
players it has had only limited success with two
wins, two draws and three disasters. The team and
everybody in the office would like to thank the
Partners for their donation which enabled us to
buy new strips.
S.W.K.P. 2 i’ Fisher Emmerson (Quantity Sur
veyors) 3
S.W.K.P. 2 v Glasgow Planning Department 2
S.W.K.P. 2 v Wm. Fairhurst & Partners (Civil
Eng). 2
S.W.K.P. 2 v Glasgow City Engineers 3
S.W.K.P. 4 v Ian, Burke, Martin (Architects) 1
S.W.K.P. 2 v Morrison’s & Partners (Heating
Engineers) 3
S.W.K.P. 2 v Glasgow City Engineers 1
It should be noted that no-one has yet been
sent off and that the spectators present (usually
three) have riot invaded the playing field.
Golf
Our golf outing this year took place at Troon.
Twelve able bodied players teed off at the Lochgreen course in the morning and then on the
Darnley Course in the afternoon. Twelve tired
players retreated to the Links Hotel Prestwick for
high tea later in the evening where an excellent
meal was had by one and all.
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A variety of prizes were given out from the
sweepstake, ranging from the best net score to
the most consistent golfer for the day, i.e. eight
at every hole (on average).
The K.W.O.G.S. Quaich i.e. the office cham
pionship is nearing the semi-final stage and as
usual the rules laid down by the R. and A. are not
at all times being adhered to.
Social Activities
At indoor sports we are something to be
reckoned with. We have inaugurated a new
Trophy in the office namely the “REDGIN”
Trophy. This trophy was niade by one of our
Inspectors on Site, Alex. Davidson. It is 15 in. in
height—egg cup shaped and consists of an undis
closed mix of P.F.A. and cement. Tn fact it is an
excellent piece of work.
This trophy was played for at a challenge match
between ourselves and Wm. Holford and
Associates (Architects & Planners).
The contest held during a social evening con
sisted of a series of games which included Table
Tennis, Darts, Tiddley Winks, Miniature Golf and
finished with the usual beer drinking competition.
Needless to say the Engineers triumphed over the
Architects.
Being gentlemen, we presented the trophy to
the losing team. We are now looking forward to
the return match which is to be held in September.
H.M.

Hong Kong
Twelve months ago we were saying that it must
come, three months ago that it had almost come,
and now it is here. I refer of course to the CrossHarbour Tunnel, for which an official commence
ment date of September 1st, 1969 has been set,
with completion by August 31st, 1972. Office
work has begun in earnest: drawings, files and
part-completed specifications have been taken
from top shelves, dusted, sorted, and passed on
for “completion yesterday”. Ken Phillips can
occasionally be seen through a mountain of paper
work, and is being assisted by John Bruce from
Glasgow via London, who will be full time on the
tunnel itself. Leung Ching-hay, better known
during his time in London as “Ching”, is attempt
ing to surface from the convulsions of picking up
the tunnel connections from where they were laid
to sleep. Andrew Maslowicz with extra-sensory
perception foresaw these events at least six
months ago, and carefully made unbreakable
U.K. leave arrangements.
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But the tunnel is not all, and Paul Came since
his arrival from London has pressed on with Kai
Tak runway extension planning; tendering for
widening the existing taxiway is in progress, and
it is hoped that the main extension will be in hand
fairly soon. Associated with this will be a tunnel
under the existing runway, to form part of the
North-East corridor route out of Kowloon. Paul
and Penny have now settled with their family,
after difficulty in finding a fiat. With Hong Kong
booming again, suitable accommodation is
becoming a problem and costs are rising at an
alarming rate.
John Swift however was luckier, and settled in
very shortly after his arrival ostensibly to concen
trate on the Mass-Transit further investigation
on which he will be aided by Mike Owen, vho
flies out with Noreen after spending 12 months
in the U.K. Arrangements have been concluded
with Government by Freemen Fox & Partners, to
obtain further information for the proposed
scheme in a form that will be of direct use when
detailed design goes ahead. Our collaboration in
the past has extended to structural works below
ground, employing local knowledge gained during
our long stay in Hong Kong.
Joint Office are well advanced on planning for
the raising of Plover Cove main dam; this was
taken into consideration when preparing the
original design and Government have now decided
to go ahead in the near future. So far this year no
complaints have been niade of salty-water
spoiling the delicate taste of Chinese tea, and with
24-hour supply in existence for over one year it is
often easy to forget the former restriction of
supply to one day in four. The raising will sub
stantially increase the storage capacity of Plover
Cove, and Government are now planning a
Kwan Lung-iing receiving St. John Ambulance Certifi
cate at Chatham Road Flyover Contract, Hong Kong.
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similar reservoir scheme at Sai Kung peninsula
to cope with the expected additional demand
some six years hence.
On the departure side we were sorry to say
goodbye to Mike and Kathy Steele, but pleased
to welcome Chris Warren-Smith who steps in as
office manager. Mike did us proud during his
final week, introducing a number of staff to the
newly opened Hong Kong Hotel with its Gun
Bar poking pleasant fun at the old British
Colonial but softening the blow by adding attrac
tive waitresses in uniforms that were designed
more for coolness than peace of mind. A followup session at Joe’s Bar was reminiscent of nights
at the Albert in Victoria Street, but no tears of
rememberance were allowed to fall and weaken
the beer. Rumour has it that John Swift was led
on to the glories of Kowloon’s night-life, but was
not impressed and finds the rigours of scrambling
to the top of Lion Rock at least of equal interest.
Keen interest in Yoga is being displayed by a
number of husbands, wives and children con
nected with tile office. Tllis fascinating study in
mental and physical control is learnt witil
considerable benefit by niany Hong Kong resi
dents, and can be a valuable means of conlbating
tile pace and intensity of living and working here.
We were sorry to lose but wish good fortune to

Au-Yong, Andrew Pang and Shum Tse-tak, all
of whom applied sonie time ago for positions
witil Government and were accepted. Allother
departure was Tang Hon-kit, this time to Canada
for post-graduate study; his position as A.R.E.
Canal Road Flyover has been filled by David
Chang.
Syd Drury and Jim Blake gathered furtiler
knowledge of bridge-building techniques when
tiley saw a docunientary issued recently by the
Cilinese Authorities, giving a detailed account of
a steel bridge over the Yangtse River at Nanking.
This is a railway througil bridge, with road over,
and the gusseted site-riveted joints brought back
nostalgic memories of a bygone era. Tile audience
however enjoyed it all, particularly the almost

continuous part played by “thought-study” from
the red books carried by all workers, especially so
wilen difficult operations ilad to be overcome.
Following tilis example, perhaps R.E.’s silould
be encouraged to arrange mass-study groups corn
prising Engineer’s and Contractor’s site staff,
based on the Specification in use and with selected
readings or chanting where appropriate? This
would of course require a sonlewllat more coni
pact form of tile usual Specification docunient.
JIM BLAKE.

Jordan
I Ilardly feel qualified to write this newsletter
since all tile exciting things seem to have happened
whilst I was ilonle on leave. Exciting things in

Jordan take tile form of Russian rockets, enemy
aircraft, mi ni-earthquakes and twenty-year floods.
Tilere were in fact thirty-two of tile first men
tioned from us, two of the second from them, and
one each of tll other two from “Him”.
The air attack at tile beginning of April was so
quick that by the time everyone realised wilat was
ilappening it was all over. Similarly, the earth
quake. Everyone tilougilt they’d been working
too hard and perhaps they silould take tile after
noon off.
The big flood however was much nlore
inlpressive and served to silow us exactly what
tilese flasil floods are capable of doing to a road if
illadequately protected. In one particular wadi,
concreting to a culvert roof slab was in progress
when tile water started sweeping dowil. In no
tinle at all the water was going over the top of the
three metre high culvert as well as tilrough it.
All tile props and shuttering for tile roof slab
were swept away and the reinforcement that
remained was so badly bent that it eventually had
to be completely replaced.
The main news item here is tilat the Safi-Aqaba
Higllway Contract has been abandoned by the
Frencll Contractors and we have just Ileard that
tile Jordanian Goverllnlent ilave decided not to
continue the work for the time being. There is a
possibility tilougil tilat another contractor will
conlplete tile works already started to prevent furtiler deterioration of the 24 km. of embankment
tllat exist without culverts.
The Wadi Yutum Contract, made up of two
sections—one of 25 km. and another of 7 km. is
progressing satisfactorily. The Contractors ilave
now virtually completed tile shorter section and
are more than half way tilrough the longer one.
Tile completion of the 7km. section scheduled for
July 14th, was not quite acilieved but never
tileless the French Contractors celebrated their
effort on the evening of the thirteenth at a
barbecue Ileld in Wadi Rum. Tile following day
(and really tile main reason for the celebration)
was Bastihle Day and naturally a ilohiday. Just as
well really. Personally I tilink I can renlember
nlore of Le Quatorze Juillet 1789 that I ever will
of Le Quatorze Juihlet 1969. It is expected that
the longer section will be completed towards tile
end of October.
At the moment there are only three expatriates
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A variety of prizes were given out from the
sweepstake, ranging from the best net score to
the most consistent golfer for the day, i.e. eight
at every hole (on average).
The K.W.O.G.S. Quaich i.e. the office cham
pionship is nearing the semi-final stage and as
usual the rules laid down by the R. and A. are not
at all times being adhered to.
Social Activities
At indoor sports we are something to be
reckoned with. We have inaugurated a new
Trophy in the office namely the “REDGIN”
Trophy. This trophy was niade by one of our
Inspectors on Site, Alex. Davidson. It is 15 in. in
height—egg cup shaped and consists of an undis
closed mix of P.F.A. and cement. Tn fact it is an
excellent piece of work.
This trophy was played for at a challenge match
between ourselves and Wm. Holford and
Associates (Architects & Planners).
The contest held during a social evening con
sisted of a series of games which included Table
Tennis, Darts, Tiddley Winks, Miniature Golf and
finished with the usual beer drinking competition.
Needless to say the Engineers triumphed over the
Architects.
Being gentlemen, we presented the trophy to
the losing team. We are now looking forward to
the return match which is to be held in September.
H.M.

Hong Kong
Twelve months ago we were saying that it must
come, three months ago that it had almost come,
and now it is here. I refer of course to the CrossHarbour Tunnel, for which an official commence
ment date of September 1st, 1969 has been set,
with completion by August 31st, 1972. Office
work has begun in earnest: drawings, files and
part-completed specifications have been taken
from top shelves, dusted, sorted, and passed on
for “completion yesterday”. Ken Phillips can
occasionally be seen through a mountain of paper
work, and is being assisted by John Bruce from
Glasgow via London, who will be full time on the
tunnel itself. Leung Ching-hay, better known
during his time in London as “Ching”, is attempt
ing to surface from the convulsions of picking up
the tunnel connections from where they were laid
to sleep. Andrew Maslowicz with extra-sensory
perception foresaw these events at least six
months ago, and carefully made unbreakable
U.K. leave arrangements.
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But the tunnel is not all, and Paul Came since
his arrival from London has pressed on with Kai
Tak runway extension planning; tendering for
widening the existing taxiway is in progress, and
it is hoped that the main extension will be in hand
fairly soon. Associated with this will be a tunnel
under the existing runway, to form part of the
North-East corridor route out of Kowloon. Paul
and Penny have now settled with their family,
after difficulty in finding a fiat. With Hong Kong
booming again, suitable accommodation is
becoming a problem and costs are rising at an
alarming rate.
John Swift however was luckier, and settled in
very shortly after his arrival ostensibly to concen
trate on the Mass-Transit further investigation
on which he will be aided by Mike Owen, vho
flies out with Noreen after spending 12 months
in the U.K. Arrangements have been concluded
with Government by Freemen Fox & Partners, to
obtain further information for the proposed
scheme in a form that will be of direct use when
detailed design goes ahead. Our collaboration in
the past has extended to structural works below
ground, employing local knowledge gained during
our long stay in Hong Kong.
Joint Office are well advanced on planning for
the raising of Plover Cove main dam; this was
taken into consideration when preparing the
original design and Government have now decided
to go ahead in the near future. So far this year no
complaints have been niade of salty-water
spoiling the delicate taste of Chinese tea, and with
24-hour supply in existence for over one year it is
often easy to forget the former restriction of
supply to one day in four. The raising will sub
stantially increase the storage capacity of Plover
Cove, and Government are now planning a
Kwan Lung-iing receiving St. John Ambulance Certifi
cate at Chatham Road Flyover Contract, Hong Kong.
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similar reservoir scheme at Sai Kung peninsula
to cope with the expected additional demand
some six years hence.
On the departure side we were sorry to say
goodbye to Mike and Kathy Steele, but pleased
to welcome Chris Warren-Smith who steps in as
office manager. Mike did us proud during his
final week, introducing a number of staff to the
newly opened Hong Kong Hotel with its Gun
Bar poking pleasant fun at the old British
Colonial but softening the blow by adding attrac
tive waitresses in uniforms that were designed
more for coolness than peace of mind. A followup session at Joe’s Bar was reminiscent of nights
at the Albert in Victoria Street, but no tears of
rememberance were allowed to fall and weaken
the beer. Rumour has it that John Swift was led
on to the glories of Kowloon’s night-life, but was
not impressed and finds the rigours of scrambling
to the top of Lion Rock at least of equal interest.
Keen interest in Yoga is being displayed by a
number of husbands, wives and children con
nected with tile office. Tllis fascinating study in
mental and physical control is learnt witil
considerable benefit by niany Hong Kong resi
dents, and can be a valuable means of conlbating
tile pace and intensity of living and working here.
We were sorry to lose but wish good fortune to

Au-Yong, Andrew Pang and Shum Tse-tak, all
of whom applied sonie time ago for positions
witil Government and were accepted. Allother
departure was Tang Hon-kit, this time to Canada
for post-graduate study; his position as A.R.E.
Canal Road Flyover has been filled by David
Chang.
Syd Drury and Jim Blake gathered furtiler
knowledge of bridge-building techniques when
tiley saw a docunientary issued recently by the
Cilinese Authorities, giving a detailed account of
a steel bridge over the Yangtse River at Nanking.
This is a railway througil bridge, with road over,
and the gusseted site-riveted joints brought back
nostalgic memories of a bygone era. Tile audience
however enjoyed it all, particularly the almost

continuous part played by “thought-study” from
the red books carried by all workers, especially so
wilen difficult operations ilad to be overcome.
Following tilis example, perhaps R.E.’s silould
be encouraged to arrange mass-study groups corn
prising Engineer’s and Contractor’s site staff,
based on the Specification in use and with selected
readings or chanting where appropriate? This
would of course require a sonlewllat more coni
pact form of tile usual Specification docunient.
JIM BLAKE.

Jordan
I Ilardly feel qualified to write this newsletter
since all tile exciting things seem to have happened
whilst I was ilonle on leave. Exciting things in

Jordan take tile form of Russian rockets, enemy
aircraft, mi ni-earthquakes and twenty-year floods.
Tilere were in fact thirty-two of tile first men
tioned from us, two of the second from them, and
one each of tll other two from “Him”.
The air attack at tile beginning of April was so
quick that by the time everyone realised wilat was
ilappening it was all over. Similarly, the earth
quake. Everyone tilougilt they’d been working
too hard and perhaps they silould take tile after
noon off.
The big flood however was much nlore
inlpressive and served to silow us exactly what
tilese flasil floods are capable of doing to a road if
illadequately protected. In one particular wadi,
concreting to a culvert roof slab was in progress
when tile water started sweeping dowil. In no
tinle at all the water was going over the top of the
three metre high culvert as well as tilrough it.
All tile props and shuttering for tile roof slab
were swept away and the reinforcement that
remained was so badly bent that it eventually had
to be completely replaced.
The main news item here is tilat the Safi-Aqaba
Higllway Contract has been abandoned by the
Frencll Contractors and we have just Ileard that
tile Jordanian Goverllnlent ilave decided not to
continue the work for the time being. There is a
possibility tilougil tilat another contractor will
conlplete tile works already started to prevent furtiler deterioration of the 24 km. of embankment
tllat exist without culverts.
The Wadi Yutum Contract, made up of two
sections—one of 25 km. and another of 7 km. is
progressing satisfactorily. The Contractors ilave
now virtually completed tile shorter section and
are more than half way tilrough the longer one.
Tile completion of the 7km. section scheduled for
July 14th, was not quite acilieved but never
tileless the French Contractors celebrated their
effort on the evening of the thirteenth at a
barbecue Ileld in Wadi Rum. Tile following day
(and really tile main reason for the celebration)
was Bastihle Day and naturally a ilohiday. Just as
well really. Personally I tilink I can renlember
nlore of Le Quatorze Juillet 1789 that I ever will
of Le Quatorze Juihlet 1969. It is expected that
the longer section will be completed towards tile
end of October.
At the moment there are only three expatriates
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left in Aqaba—Tom Dockerty, Wally Perris and
myself although we now have six Jordanians on
our staff; an engineer, two surveyors, an inspector
and two laboratory technicians seconded from
the Ministry of Public Works.
Mike and Suzanne Shalders left in April and
Mike is now working in London Office. He was
originally Materials Engineer for the Safi-Aqaba
Highway but was latterly in charge of the Wadi
Yutum Contract. He wasespecially adept at dealing
with irate Frenchmen. He would gaze at them from
aloft (6ft-4 in.) completely unmoved whilst the
opposition gesticulating wildly launched them
selves into
tirade of French slang. Having
waited until he had completely worn himself out,
Mike would then slay the poor chap with a
superbly worded comment. And that, was
generally that.
Tom Dockerty replaced Ted Raikes as Resident
Engineer at the end of March. Tom had previ
ously spent five months in the Amman Office
dealing with Claims, a task that was continued by
Keith Shakespeare from London Office who came
out in April for two months.
At about that time there were a mass of de
partures from Aqaba, not only from S.W.K.P.
but also several of our friends from Rendel,
Palmer & Tritton’s who were engaged on an
extension to Aqaba Port.
Recently departed are Wally Steele, our con
crete Inspector and Charles Brindley who has
been here for a couple of months trying to tidy
up the final measurement for the Safi-Aqaba
Highway. He seemed to meet with success al
though Charles is one of those chaps who could
get something for nothing anywhere. His stay
at the Aqaba Hotel seemed to coincide with an
influx of fairly acceptable female sun-worshippers.
Enough said I think. Please send him back!
Charles’ instant energy has made up for Wally
Perris’ recent absence. Wally has been on leave
but has now returned with tremendous stories of
his exploits. Best one seems to be his visit to
Winsley Street in his full Arab dress. Were the
truth to be told, he didn’t in fact run the gauntlet
all the way down Oxford Street but effected the
change in the public loo outside Peter Robinsons.
He evidently introduced himself as Sheikh
Abdulla Bin Something from Jordan.
We can’t quite gather exactly how long he
managed to keep a straight face but no doubt if
the S.W.K.P. reception machinery had turned full
circle he might have pulled off the biggest bluff of
the century!
Niel “Dobbin” Robinson and Derek Bew corn-
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pleted their initial investigation for the Ma’an
Queira Road in June and returned with Peter
Erridge to London to prepare their report.
Niel successfully organised the Sheikh of
Queira to produce eight of his best camels for a
15 km. jaunt down Wadi Rum.
The first kilometre was fine, the second wasn’t
too bad, the third was painful and the remainder
improved as those parts of the anatomy in contact
became progressively more and more numb. The
ladies were organised to arrive by Land Rover at
midday with the lunch—a luxury that Laurence
would no doubt have frowned upon.
Sportswise, Wally Perris decided that we should
have a Darts Club. So we have a Darts Club. The
sailing dinghy is constantly in use although the
winds here are rather too strong and the rudder
fittings are continually having to be repaired.
In Amman, Arthur Small has been kept very
busy by the complicated contractual technicalities
arising from the possible continuation of the
Safi-Aqaba Highway, hut is at present on leave.
He is assisted by Husam Hudhud who was
previously on the site staff in Aqaba. Mr. Grace
and Mr. Gandy have paid brief visits to Jordan
but have also been mainly tied up with the
continuation.

We are all looking forward to our next visitor.
Sales of beer have dropped off so rapidly with the
recent exodus that the chap who sells it has begun
talking of “the good old days”.
NIEL ALLEN.

London
This little island has at last been blessed with
a summer—a proper summer, worthy of the
name; one we can even boast about. Nice to
be able to boast about something in this age of
national self abasement and apology. And what
could be more appropriate to go with this
summer than a fully air-conditioned drawing
office. Think of that, all you in far flung tropical
climes with hardly a punkah between you.
The air conditioning of the rotunda has been
completed. All speculation about that great
black length of metal trunking that climbed the
wall of the central well of the building and
disappeared above the roof line, has now been
resolved. It is not, as some people have suggested,
a hot air disperser.
*

*

*

Two and a half years ago when we first rno’ed
to this clothes conscious neck of the woods the
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complaints of those living south of the river
were soothed with the anodyne that all would
be well when the Victoria Line started running.
Well the Victoria Line is now running from
Victoria to Oxford Circus. The Surrey contingent
can no longer blame the buses in the mornings.
Has it made much difference we wonder?
*

*

*

Leaving this profitless speculation we should
like to record our very special congratulations
to Phil Green on being awarded the Austin B.
Mason Prize for excellence in soil mechanics.
This is by way of maintaining a tradition of the
firm as Stanley Elliott was also awarded this
prize when he was at Harvard in 1957.
*

*

*

We should also like to put on record that in
March of this year was founded the London,
England, Section of the Association of Engineer
ing Geologists, the only representative pro
fessional body of its kind in the world at the
moment. This is the first section of this associa
tion to be formed outside the U.S.A. and there
are only eleven full members in the United
Kingdom. Roly Edwards is one of these.
*

*

*

Our congratulations also to David Smith
for being awarded the “W.L. Scott Fellowship”
by the Partners for Concrete Structures and
Technology at Imperial College.
*

*

*

In the field of what might be termed more
human endeavour we are glad to report that
Allen Flatman (spurred on by success in obtaining
his “civils”?) has got himself engaged to Janet
Acres. There is now an air of despondency in the
Civil Section who have had to concede the
victory to Allen. His fellow A.R.E. at Fulham
Hospital, John Lane, in what it must be granted
is a more advanced ploy, has now become the
father of twin daughters.
*

*

*

Richard Hawkins has returned again to this
country and the Civil Section from Muscat.
His wife, Susan, came home ahead of him to
bring the family up to even numbers again with
the birth of a son Nicholas in May.
*

*

*

Piara Roshan is also to be congratulated on
the arrival of a male heir.
*

*

*

Tony Williams married earlier in the year
has since grown a most impressive set of mutton
chop whiskers. We wonder if this outward and

visible sign is to indicate the change of status
or a last defiant gesture.
*

*

*

Linda Burrows in the Computer Section took
a similar plunge in July when she married Robert
Boore, and Robert Moodie—wait for it!!—on
secondment to us from Fitzpatricks, married
Margaret Wheeler in June. Tony Russell in the
Airports Section and Diane Fielding are presum
ably giving the matter some thought at the
moment as we understand that they became
engaged in June.
*

*

*

On the distaff side may we extend a very
warm welcome to Mrs. Andrea Elam who has
joined the ranks of those on Mount Olympus
as a new secretary for Mr. Williams.
*

*

*

Elsewhere on that floor there has been activity
of another kind. We are delighted to be able to
report that Miss Lish has gone in for ballooning.
Her first “flight” was crowned with coincidence.
When visiting a sea scout fete at Barton-on-Sea
in July she was persuaded to buy a balloon and
release it with a tag bearing her name and address.
Three days later it was recovered at no less a
place than Dungeness Nuclear Power Station!
Could its final descent to earth be considered,
we wonder, as the failure of a pressure vessel?
*

*

*

One often overhears many fascinating frag
ments of conversation when riding in a lift,
not least on our uncertain machines. Recently
one of your editors was preparing to disembark
on the sixth floor, after travelling on the way up
in company with a man and woman, who were
evidently proceeding on to the floor above.
The man was describing to his companion the
nature of the other tenants in the building.
“These lower floors”, he said as the door opened
at the sixth, “are occupied by travel agents and
people like that”, It is a point of view.
THE LONDON LIGHTS

Muscat
For the technically minded this Newsletter will
start with a brief description of the Fresh Water
Supply Project, the non-technically minded, and
all readers who are bored with descriptions of
other peoples jobs, are advised to skip the follow
ing paragraph and start at the next.
The Fresh Water Supply project consists of
Production Boreholes for water intake located
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left in Aqaba—Tom Dockerty, Wally Perris and
myself although we now have six Jordanians on
our staff; an engineer, two surveyors, an inspector
and two laboratory technicians seconded from
the Ministry of Public Works.
Mike and Suzanne Shalders left in April and
Mike is now working in London Office. He was
originally Materials Engineer for the Safi-Aqaba
Highway but was latterly in charge of the Wadi
Yutum Contract. He wasespecially adept at dealing
with irate Frenchmen. He would gaze at them from
aloft (6ft-4 in.) completely unmoved whilst the
opposition gesticulating wildly launched them
selves into
tirade of French slang. Having
waited until he had completely worn himself out,
Mike would then slay the poor chap with a
superbly worded comment. And that, was
generally that.
Tom Dockerty replaced Ted Raikes as Resident
Engineer at the end of March. Tom had previ
ously spent five months in the Amman Office
dealing with Claims, a task that was continued by
Keith Shakespeare from London Office who came
out in April for two months.
At about that time there were a mass of de
partures from Aqaba, not only from S.W.K.P.
but also several of our friends from Rendel,
Palmer & Tritton’s who were engaged on an
extension to Aqaba Port.
Recently departed are Wally Steele, our con
crete Inspector and Charles Brindley who has
been here for a couple of months trying to tidy
up the final measurement for the Safi-Aqaba
Highway. He seemed to meet with success al
though Charles is one of those chaps who could
get something for nothing anywhere. His stay
at the Aqaba Hotel seemed to coincide with an
influx of fairly acceptable female sun-worshippers.
Enough said I think. Please send him back!
Charles’ instant energy has made up for Wally
Perris’ recent absence. Wally has been on leave
but has now returned with tremendous stories of
his exploits. Best one seems to be his visit to
Winsley Street in his full Arab dress. Were the
truth to be told, he didn’t in fact run the gauntlet
all the way down Oxford Street but effected the
change in the public loo outside Peter Robinsons.
He evidently introduced himself as Sheikh
Abdulla Bin Something from Jordan.
We can’t quite gather exactly how long he
managed to keep a straight face but no doubt if
the S.W.K.P. reception machinery had turned full
circle he might have pulled off the biggest bluff of
the century!
Niel “Dobbin” Robinson and Derek Bew corn-
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pleted their initial investigation for the Ma’an
Queira Road in June and returned with Peter
Erridge to London to prepare their report.
Niel successfully organised the Sheikh of
Queira to produce eight of his best camels for a
15 km. jaunt down Wadi Rum.
The first kilometre was fine, the second wasn’t
too bad, the third was painful and the remainder
improved as those parts of the anatomy in contact
became progressively more and more numb. The
ladies were organised to arrive by Land Rover at
midday with the lunch—a luxury that Laurence
would no doubt have frowned upon.
Sportswise, Wally Perris decided that we should
have a Darts Club. So we have a Darts Club. The
sailing dinghy is constantly in use although the
winds here are rather too strong and the rudder
fittings are continually having to be repaired.
In Amman, Arthur Small has been kept very
busy by the complicated contractual technicalities
arising from the possible continuation of the
Safi-Aqaba Highway, hut is at present on leave.
He is assisted by Husam Hudhud who was
previously on the site staff in Aqaba. Mr. Grace
and Mr. Gandy have paid brief visits to Jordan
but have also been mainly tied up with the
continuation.

We are all looking forward to our next visitor.
Sales of beer have dropped off so rapidly with the
recent exodus that the chap who sells it has begun
talking of “the good old days”.
NIEL ALLEN.

London
This little island has at last been blessed with
a summer—a proper summer, worthy of the
name; one we can even boast about. Nice to
be able to boast about something in this age of
national self abasement and apology. And what
could be more appropriate to go with this
summer than a fully air-conditioned drawing
office. Think of that, all you in far flung tropical
climes with hardly a punkah between you.
The air conditioning of the rotunda has been
completed. All speculation about that great
black length of metal trunking that climbed the
wall of the central well of the building and
disappeared above the roof line, has now been
resolved. It is not, as some people have suggested,
a hot air disperser.
*

*

*

Two and a half years ago when we first rno’ed
to this clothes conscious neck of the woods the
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complaints of those living south of the river
were soothed with the anodyne that all would
be well when the Victoria Line started running.
Well the Victoria Line is now running from
Victoria to Oxford Circus. The Surrey contingent
can no longer blame the buses in the mornings.
Has it made much difference we wonder?
*

*

*

Leaving this profitless speculation we should
like to record our very special congratulations
to Phil Green on being awarded the Austin B.
Mason Prize for excellence in soil mechanics.
This is by way of maintaining a tradition of the
firm as Stanley Elliott was also awarded this
prize when he was at Harvard in 1957.
*

*

*

We should also like to put on record that in
March of this year was founded the London,
England, Section of the Association of Engineer
ing Geologists, the only representative pro
fessional body of its kind in the world at the
moment. This is the first section of this associa
tion to be formed outside the U.S.A. and there
are only eleven full members in the United
Kingdom. Roly Edwards is one of these.
*

*

*

Our congratulations also to David Smith
for being awarded the “W.L. Scott Fellowship”
by the Partners for Concrete Structures and
Technology at Imperial College.
*

*

*

In the field of what might be termed more
human endeavour we are glad to report that
Allen Flatman (spurred on by success in obtaining
his “civils”?) has got himself engaged to Janet
Acres. There is now an air of despondency in the
Civil Section who have had to concede the
victory to Allen. His fellow A.R.E. at Fulham
Hospital, John Lane, in what it must be granted
is a more advanced ploy, has now become the
father of twin daughters.
*

*

*

Richard Hawkins has returned again to this
country and the Civil Section from Muscat.
His wife, Susan, came home ahead of him to
bring the family up to even numbers again with
the birth of a son Nicholas in May.
*

*

*

Piara Roshan is also to be congratulated on
the arrival of a male heir.
*

*

*

Tony Williams married earlier in the year
has since grown a most impressive set of mutton
chop whiskers. We wonder if this outward and

visible sign is to indicate the change of status
or a last defiant gesture.
*

*

*

Linda Burrows in the Computer Section took
a similar plunge in July when she married Robert
Boore, and Robert Moodie—wait for it!!—on
secondment to us from Fitzpatricks, married
Margaret Wheeler in June. Tony Russell in the
Airports Section and Diane Fielding are presum
ably giving the matter some thought at the
moment as we understand that they became
engaged in June.
*

*

*

On the distaff side may we extend a very
warm welcome to Mrs. Andrea Elam who has
joined the ranks of those on Mount Olympus
as a new secretary for Mr. Williams.
*

*

*

Elsewhere on that floor there has been activity
of another kind. We are delighted to be able to
report that Miss Lish has gone in for ballooning.
Her first “flight” was crowned with coincidence.
When visiting a sea scout fete at Barton-on-Sea
in July she was persuaded to buy a balloon and
release it with a tag bearing her name and address.
Three days later it was recovered at no less a
place than Dungeness Nuclear Power Station!
Could its final descent to earth be considered,
we wonder, as the failure of a pressure vessel?
*

*

*

One often overhears many fascinating frag
ments of conversation when riding in a lift,
not least on our uncertain machines. Recently
one of your editors was preparing to disembark
on the sixth floor, after travelling on the way up
in company with a man and woman, who were
evidently proceeding on to the floor above.
The man was describing to his companion the
nature of the other tenants in the building.
“These lower floors”, he said as the door opened
at the sixth, “are occupied by travel agents and
people like that”, It is a point of view.
THE LONDON LIGHTS

Muscat
For the technically minded this Newsletter will
start with a brief description of the Fresh Water
Supply Project, the non-technically minded, and
all readers who are bored with descriptions of
other peoples jobs, are advised to skip the follow
ing paragraph and start at the next.
The Fresh Water Supply project consists of
Production Boreholes for water intake located
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on the banks of Wadi Surnail, approximately 36
miles froni Muscat, a 12 in. dia. flexible jointed
pumping main for 32 niiles to Mutrah, where a
storage reservoir is located, then the pumping
main continues to Muscat at 8 in. dia. to another
storage reservoir. The two towns of Muscat and
Mutrah have reticulation systems 12, 8, 6 and
4 in. dia. gravity fed from the two storage
reservoirs. As at the moment there are relatively
few permanent buildings in the two towns, only a
few private house connections are planned at this
stage, the niajority of the population will obtain
their water from Water Selling Stations of which
there are ten in each town. A pumphouse and
110,000 gallon balancing tank are located close to
the boreholes, and water is pumped in a single
stage through to Muscat. The Mutrali service
reservoir is rapidly becoming a local landmark as
the tank is located on an 80 ft. high tower, the
overall height of the structure being 97 ft.
Approximately two thirds of the pumping niain
has been laid, and most structures are well
advanced as also are the reticulation systems in
the two towns.
For the statistically minded, and rejoining
readers, our highest recorded maximum shade
temperature at Ruwi has been 117 F, and our
highest niinimum in 24 hours has been 101 F.
Ruwi, where the staff accommodation is situated,
is generally hotter than Muscat town, although
less humid and hence a pleasanter area in which
to live.
Since the last Newsletter Bill Boyd has joined
us as Clerk of Works on the structures in Muscat,
and Stan Coulson has departed at the end of his
tour. Charles and Pamela Seale, not forgetting
Wendy Jane, arrived at the end of April; just
prior to Richard Hawkins departure, at the end of
his tour, to join Sue, Stephen and the new arrival.
Our belated congratulations to Sue and Richard.
John Maidnient departed for Salalah in midJune to carry out a preliminary survey and
materials check for the fresh water supply project
due to commence there towards the end of the
year. Salalah is the capital of a province on the
south-west leg of Muscat, near the Yemen border,
where the Sultan of Muscat and Oman resides,
and a certain degree of unrest is present in the
area, causing .Jolin some trepidation before his
departure. He was not helped by the fiendish
delight other members of the mess took in regaling
him with apocryphal stories designed to aggra
vate his condition. However, despite the Jonahs,
things seeni to have gone relatively smoothly for
hini, and we expect him back shortly.

Macchiavelli—Desert style

I hadn’t planned to stand in sand,
Until my feet were sore.
Or in a daze gaze through the haze
At level staffs galore.
And as [ paced the desert waste,
A thought came unabated,
That if I could, I should and would,
I did, I delegated!
Socially we play sporadic tennis, badminton,
bridge and recently squash, although the high
summer temperatures niake three of these virtu
ally winter occupations. Members of the firm out
here have played one or two games of cricket,
although of a variety that bears little resemblance
to the “Breathless hush on the close” type. Other
social activities centre mainly around the mess,
where phrases such as “swapping punches” take
on a literary rather than a pugilistic flavour. Our
mess buildings are currently being extended by a
three-bedrooni prefabricated house, doubtless to
house the countless eager applicants for jobs in
Muscat that this newsletter will provoke.
Since the last newsletter, we have been visited
by Mr. Harris, the Architect, and Mr. Sang, who
niade us feel a little less remote from our friends
in London Office and elsewhere.
One picture of Muscat that has become
indelibly pnnted on my mind since I have been
out here, and which I am sure will become a
permanent nostalgic memory, is the Muscat
evening. One sits out in front of the mess as sun
set conies, watching the great bowl of the sky
darkening rapidly, then becoming lighter as the
jagged frieze of the Jebels goes from pink to
purple to jet-black, and the stars come out like
a cascade of brilliant droplets in the incredibly
clear atniosphere, a warni breeze whispers gently
dispersing the heat and humidity of the day, and
the moon rises flooding the scene with a soft
greenish glow, in the background the crickets
chirp busily as they prepare for the adventures of
the night—the perfect setting—and not a woman
in sight!!
RICHARD DENTON-COX.
*

*

*

I-low can anything mundane be added to that
last paragraph, except perhaps to reniind any
interested bachelors at Ruwi that there is a new
secretary at the Consulate, and that the last three
got snapped up very quickly on the matrinionial
niarket!
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In Muscat everyone is awaiting the arrival of
the Fresh Water Supply eagerly, but meanwhile
we punip our own (salt) water froni the well under
the house and our drinking water conies in a
couple of goatskins three times a week on the
back of a gentle-eyed donkey.
PAMELA SEALE.

M6 Motorway
Farleton to Killington Section
Lunchtiine on a hot suninier’s day at Kihlington
Reservoir can be a peaceful scene: the Contractor’s
men, back to nature, taking a cool dip, with
others sunbathing while members of the R.E.’s
staff study the flora and fauna as well as keeping
a close eye out for any birds (the reader niay
choose which interpretation lie thinks most
fitting). The other side of life conies when the
weather closes in, the niist surrounds the valley
and the rain teenis down—no one in sight; a herd
of D8s, boxes and 657s rest idly by the wayside,
bogged down in a morass of niud. Even senior
members of the RE’s staff have had to succunib
to the ubiquitous soft spots and leave their
landrovers to the fate of the elements before being
ignominously hauled out by the Contractor.
Travelling southwards another aspect of life on
the niotorway may be seen; the beautiful valley of
Peasey Beck has been obliterated under 70 ft. of
muck and on a hot summer’s afternoon members
of the RE’s staff can occasionally be found
practicing the gentlemanly ganie of cricket. The
wicket keeper lounges on Eskrigg Bridge deck
with batsnian ready for a ball from any direction

as the bowler phoughis through the ruts ready to
deliver the ball; fielders frequently chase down
the precipitous enibankment to catch the ball
before it flows away down Peasey Beck. This
served to act as an initiation ceremony for bar
barians in preparation for the cricket match
which shall be described later.
Hutton Bridge now boasts its full compliment
of beanis but the boar’s head, which at one time
hung in welcome to friend and foe alike, has now
been removed as preparation for the deck pro
cedes. The Roads Inspectors, too, have their toys:
they can been seen pushing a little yellow sub
niarine over the blacktop, and suddenly a bell
rings; some sniile knowingly while others frown
and shake their heads in disbelief. As yet no one
has been caught playing one pin bowling down
the drainage channels, but I am sure the time
will come.

Progress on the road is such that the line of the
haul road changes froni day to day, so that
“strangers” to various parts find thienisehves being
furiously chased off one carriageway before
reahising that their faniihiar route has just
received another precious layer. Magnificent
Grecian style cohunins appear with a surface like
marble—are we really building a temple here or
is this just another overbridge? Wait and see
comes the reply
And now Crooklands Bridge; no longer do the
public have to suffer belittlement as 657s and D9s
rumble across the road. The bridge now lacks
only the edge cantilevers and parapets before it
is coniplete, but to all those who are concerned
the bridge is in use. The Farleton Interchange is a
dust bowl; lorries roar southwards in a brown
cloud as Engineers hurry to the windward side of
the carriageway and then return to blow the dust
off their levels. A night of heavy rain and the next
day it is a mud bath; with rain pouring down the
Inspectors retreat to their huts and take up other
pastimes. One dangles his fishing rod and line in
the Canal, but so far he has only succeeded in
catching a few eels and a neglected kettle;
another calves the local timber niaking a niost
striking sculpture or whittles down the handle of
the latest design for a cricket bat: Rain stops
work but not play!
The cricket match at Sedgwick was a nienior
able occasion as the team froni the South
(Sections 1 and 2) met the North (Sections 3, 4 and
7 and H.Q.). The North mostly clothed in white,

batted first and found thieniselves surrounded by a
colourful collection of fielders whose garb
betrayed their lack of expertise; however wickets
fell as the score mounted to just over one hundred
before the allotted nuniher of overs had been
conipheted. A slow start by the South was soon
remedied as our Tartan man in kilt and sporran
denionstrated the use of the baseball stroke; his
glory was short lived, but the tactics then took
another twist. A niember of the batting side was
chosen to unipire and as the last over drew to a
close with two runs required, certain events
reniiniscent to that nieniorabhe chapter of
“England their England” were re-enacted; regret
tably fate insisted on defeat for the South, but
sorrows were soon drowned with a pint or five of
“hop juice”,
Other events included the enjoyable niid
summer Dinner Dance at the Crookhands Inn and
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on the banks of Wadi Surnail, approximately 36
miles froni Muscat, a 12 in. dia. flexible jointed
pumping main for 32 niiles to Mutrah, where a
storage reservoir is located, then the pumping
main continues to Muscat at 8 in. dia. to another
storage reservoir. The two towns of Muscat and
Mutrah have reticulation systems 12, 8, 6 and
4 in. dia. gravity fed from the two storage
reservoirs. As at the moment there are relatively
few permanent buildings in the two towns, only a
few private house connections are planned at this
stage, the niajority of the population will obtain
their water from Water Selling Stations of which
there are ten in each town. A pumphouse and
110,000 gallon balancing tank are located close to
the boreholes, and water is pumped in a single
stage through to Muscat. The Mutrali service
reservoir is rapidly becoming a local landmark as
the tank is located on an 80 ft. high tower, the
overall height of the structure being 97 ft.
Approximately two thirds of the pumping niain
has been laid, and most structures are well
advanced as also are the reticulation systems in
the two towns.
For the statistically minded, and rejoining
readers, our highest recorded maximum shade
temperature at Ruwi has been 117 F, and our
highest niinimum in 24 hours has been 101 F.
Ruwi, where the staff accommodation is situated,
is generally hotter than Muscat town, although
less humid and hence a pleasanter area in which
to live.
Since the last Newsletter Bill Boyd has joined
us as Clerk of Works on the structures in Muscat,
and Stan Coulson has departed at the end of his
tour. Charles and Pamela Seale, not forgetting
Wendy Jane, arrived at the end of April; just
prior to Richard Hawkins departure, at the end of
his tour, to join Sue, Stephen and the new arrival.
Our belated congratulations to Sue and Richard.
John Maidnient departed for Salalah in midJune to carry out a preliminary survey and
materials check for the fresh water supply project
due to commence there towards the end of the
year. Salalah is the capital of a province on the
south-west leg of Muscat, near the Yemen border,
where the Sultan of Muscat and Oman resides,
and a certain degree of unrest is present in the
area, causing .Jolin some trepidation before his
departure. He was not helped by the fiendish
delight other members of the mess took in regaling
him with apocryphal stories designed to aggra
vate his condition. However, despite the Jonahs,
things seeni to have gone relatively smoothly for
hini, and we expect him back shortly.

Macchiavelli—Desert style

I hadn’t planned to stand in sand,
Until my feet were sore.
Or in a daze gaze through the haze
At level staffs galore.
And as [ paced the desert waste,
A thought came unabated,
That if I could, I should and would,
I did, I delegated!
Socially we play sporadic tennis, badminton,
bridge and recently squash, although the high
summer temperatures niake three of these virtu
ally winter occupations. Members of the firm out
here have played one or two games of cricket,
although of a variety that bears little resemblance
to the “Breathless hush on the close” type. Other
social activities centre mainly around the mess,
where phrases such as “swapping punches” take
on a literary rather than a pugilistic flavour. Our
mess buildings are currently being extended by a
three-bedrooni prefabricated house, doubtless to
house the countless eager applicants for jobs in
Muscat that this newsletter will provoke.
Since the last newsletter, we have been visited
by Mr. Harris, the Architect, and Mr. Sang, who
niade us feel a little less remote from our friends
in London Office and elsewhere.
One picture of Muscat that has become
indelibly pnnted on my mind since I have been
out here, and which I am sure will become a
permanent nostalgic memory, is the Muscat
evening. One sits out in front of the mess as sun
set conies, watching the great bowl of the sky
darkening rapidly, then becoming lighter as the
jagged frieze of the Jebels goes from pink to
purple to jet-black, and the stars come out like
a cascade of brilliant droplets in the incredibly
clear atniosphere, a warni breeze whispers gently
dispersing the heat and humidity of the day, and
the moon rises flooding the scene with a soft
greenish glow, in the background the crickets
chirp busily as they prepare for the adventures of
the night—the perfect setting—and not a woman
in sight!!
RICHARD DENTON-COX.
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*

*

I-low can anything mundane be added to that
last paragraph, except perhaps to reniind any
interested bachelors at Ruwi that there is a new
secretary at the Consulate, and that the last three
got snapped up very quickly on the matrinionial
niarket!
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In Muscat everyone is awaiting the arrival of
the Fresh Water Supply eagerly, but meanwhile
we punip our own (salt) water froni the well under
the house and our drinking water conies in a
couple of goatskins three times a week on the
back of a gentle-eyed donkey.
PAMELA SEALE.

M6 Motorway
Farleton to Killington Section
Lunchtiine on a hot suninier’s day at Kihlington
Reservoir can be a peaceful scene: the Contractor’s
men, back to nature, taking a cool dip, with
others sunbathing while members of the R.E.’s
staff study the flora and fauna as well as keeping
a close eye out for any birds (the reader niay
choose which interpretation lie thinks most
fitting). The other side of life conies when the
weather closes in, the niist surrounds the valley
and the rain teenis down—no one in sight; a herd
of D8s, boxes and 657s rest idly by the wayside,
bogged down in a morass of niud. Even senior
members of the RE’s staff have had to succunib
to the ubiquitous soft spots and leave their
landrovers to the fate of the elements before being
ignominously hauled out by the Contractor.
Travelling southwards another aspect of life on
the niotorway may be seen; the beautiful valley of
Peasey Beck has been obliterated under 70 ft. of
muck and on a hot summer’s afternoon members
of the RE’s staff can occasionally be found
practicing the gentlemanly ganie of cricket. The
wicket keeper lounges on Eskrigg Bridge deck
with batsnian ready for a ball from any direction

as the bowler phoughis through the ruts ready to
deliver the ball; fielders frequently chase down
the precipitous enibankment to catch the ball
before it flows away down Peasey Beck. This
served to act as an initiation ceremony for bar
barians in preparation for the cricket match
which shall be described later.
Hutton Bridge now boasts its full compliment
of beanis but the boar’s head, which at one time
hung in welcome to friend and foe alike, has now
been removed as preparation for the deck pro
cedes. The Roads Inspectors, too, have their toys:
they can been seen pushing a little yellow sub
niarine over the blacktop, and suddenly a bell
rings; some sniile knowingly while others frown
and shake their heads in disbelief. As yet no one
has been caught playing one pin bowling down
the drainage channels, but I am sure the time
will come.

Progress on the road is such that the line of the
haul road changes froni day to day, so that
“strangers” to various parts find thienisehves being
furiously chased off one carriageway before
reahising that their faniihiar route has just
received another precious layer. Magnificent
Grecian style cohunins appear with a surface like
marble—are we really building a temple here or
is this just another overbridge? Wait and see
comes the reply
And now Crooklands Bridge; no longer do the
public have to suffer belittlement as 657s and D9s
rumble across the road. The bridge now lacks
only the edge cantilevers and parapets before it
is coniplete, but to all those who are concerned
the bridge is in use. The Farleton Interchange is a
dust bowl; lorries roar southwards in a brown
cloud as Engineers hurry to the windward side of
the carriageway and then return to blow the dust
off their levels. A night of heavy rain and the next
day it is a mud bath; with rain pouring down the
Inspectors retreat to their huts and take up other
pastimes. One dangles his fishing rod and line in
the Canal, but so far he has only succeeded in
catching a few eels and a neglected kettle;
another calves the local timber niaking a niost
striking sculpture or whittles down the handle of
the latest design for a cricket bat: Rain stops
work but not play!
The cricket match at Sedgwick was a nienior
able occasion as the team froni the South
(Sections 1 and 2) met the North (Sections 3, 4 and
7 and H.Q.). The North mostly clothed in white,

batted first and found thieniselves surrounded by a
colourful collection of fielders whose garb
betrayed their lack of expertise; however wickets
fell as the score mounted to just over one hundred
before the allotted nuniher of overs had been
conipheted. A slow start by the South was soon
remedied as our Tartan man in kilt and sporran
denionstrated the use of the baseball stroke; his
glory was short lived, but the tactics then took
another twist. A niember of the batting side was
chosen to unipire and as the last over drew to a
close with two runs required, certain events
reniiniscent to that nieniorabhe chapter of
“England their England” were re-enacted; regret
tably fate insisted on defeat for the South, but
sorrows were soon drowned with a pint or five of
“hop juice”,
Other events included the enjoyable niid
summer Dinner Dance at the Crookhands Inn and
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can often be seen coaxing WOW up Windermere
towards Ambleside or battling with fickle winds
heading for the next racing buoy. Frequent
unintentional jibes, and occasional capsizes all
add to the fun of this sport; all sailors greatly
appreciate the generosity of the Partners in pro
viding this facility and it is hoped that the
threatened removal of WOW is postponed at
least until the Motorway Contract is finished at
the end of next summer.
ROGER THOMPSON.
Cricket:
S.W.K.P. (Sections I and 2)1’ W. & C. French
After two weeks of rain, the day for the long
awaited contest dawned fair, and gradually im
proved to a fine sunny evening. So with the 657’s
rumbling in the background the game commenced.
A quick count up of numbers revealed that the
opposition were all present, so it was decided they
should field. Rumours quickly spread of key
S.W.K.P. players being delayed by French’s
“activities” in various parts of the site. A bad
start was made by S.W.K.P., the first two wickets
falling cheaply, but a fine example was set to the
rest of the team by Stuart McNee with some lusty
hitting, and together with Ron Pendlebury
brought the score up to 49 for 2. Unfortunately,
the example was not followed, and total collapse
ensued, the final score being 59 all out.
Strangely, there did not seem much conipetition
amongst our players to bowl. One would have
thought, perhaps, that the chance to bowl a
bumper or two to one’s opposite number on the
Contractor’s staff appealing. However, after
containing French’s batsnien for a few overs, in
fact capturing 3 wickets for 18 runs, with some
splendid catching by Pendlebury and McNee,
some enormous hitting by the side roads agent
enabled the Contractor to canter to a seven
wicket victory.
A pleasant evening was rounded off at a local
pub. In fact, the evening turned out for some to
be morning!
R. PARKrNS.
Golf:
S.W.K.P. (Sections 1 and 2) i’ W, & C. French
On May 1st, rallier appropriately, after a
monthly nieeting which will never again be
equalled for brevity, tools were downed arid an
adjournment niade to the Royal Lytharii St.
Anne’s Course in tinie for a “stand-up” lunch.
The serious business followed, four better ball
foursomes taking part. The standard of play niay
not have exactly done full justice to this years
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Open Championship Course, particularly when
the last four Dodd and McNee v. Richardson and
Stephens, watched by an alniost hysterical
gallery, came down the 18th in a zigzag pattern
ending up with approach shots that could be
likened to the aviators’ bomb burst! Joyous
French faces fell when it was learned that their
last pair were six down, overall victory having
thus been conceded to S.W.K.P. by one hole.
A very pleasant end to a most enjoyable day
was had by all over drinks in the Club House
followed by dinner in a local hotel.
J. S. MC’NEE.

Tcbay—Thrimby—Hacktliorpc Section
Since the last newsletter when it was reported
that winter had done its worst on Shap, the
Summer has followed suit. We have not had the
heat waves and sunshine that Southerners arid
other parts of the M6 have experienced. However
it has been comparatively drier and consequently
progress has been niade particularly with earthworks, between Tebay arid Tliriniby, there is still
niuchi to be done in the difficult southern section
however in the silty clays of Lo\vmoor.
Roly Edwards had
been
looking for
“Swallow Holes” and carried out a programnie of
borings, coupled with infra red photography to
determine the extent of our problem. This has
been interesting work and it is difficult for people
not on this Site to envisage large cavities appearing
in the boulder clay literally overnight. We are
fortunate that we have not lost any machinery in
theni up to press. TIne niairi problem is finding
them arid then niaking sure that there will riot be
a future subsidence under the Motorway.
The Thrimby-Hackthorpe section is almost
ready for opening and tidying up operatiorns are
at present proceeding towards a quiet event with
no publicity. The temporary slip roads at Thrimby
will allow the traffic to enter arid leave the motor
way until the rest of the M6 project is completed
next year.
With the completion of this section in sight,
staff are gradually moving away, to the Tebay
Tliriniby section. Martin Wiseman is nioving to
London it seems having tied up the final measure
with Tarniac.
We think that the section of motorway passing
through Lord Lorisdale’s Lowther Park is some
thing the firm can be proud of as it blends with
the scenery adniirably arid allows the niotorist
sonie fine views. We would also like to thank
Tarniac for their co-operation and the good spirit
.
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that has been maintained between us in getting
the job done.
We now look forward a year arid hope that the
rest of the niotorway will go as well as by then we
should have “white lines” all the way.
Social events will rio doubt be reported else
where but the section has joined in various events
with other sections and had one or two internal
“nights out”.
Coniirigs arid goings of staff are virtually nil at
the nioriient as one would expect in the middle of
a project and we feel that a successful “team” has
been built up here on Sliap, which will see the job
through.
Hatches
Nil (Can’t understand why!
Matches
Miss H. Bereznicki who is leaving us to live
elsewhere. We wish her well.
Derek Firthi to Christine Corless after a rapid
courts lii p.
David Dutton to Valerie Patricia Borkett.
J. F. SMITH.

Carn.orrh to Faricton Section
In extention arid continuation of our previous
letters it niay be said that many past reniarks still
apply.
We had flurries of snow well into March, yet
relative to niany parts of the country they were of
minor duration arid density. Throughout the
month overnight teniperatures were below
freezing point but daylight hours were frequently
brighit arid sunny.
Expressed in cliche “Construction continues
according to plan”. However we are now at that
stage when one can well iniagine an uninitiated
observer, overhearing, pausing to stare arid
scratch his head before the query, “What planT’
Our Bridges Section suffers an occasional
attack froni a forni of virus thought to emanate
from the void sonietinies found twixt shutter arid
pour. It is not possible to give a “Concrete
exariiple” nor an “Example of concrete”. In con
text neither is appropriate. In the first case the
example is riot one to follow. In the second it
would be irreverence to concrete. One can but
express the hope that this virus bias now reached
the stage, when like sornie well known bacteria it
reaches a degree of generation to the point of
self destruction.
During niid-Marchi we survived a savage attack
of flu arid colds. Happier events were to follow.
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At 9.30 a.ni. on March 20th the wife of Serge
Turcenirioff presented him with their first born, a
fine baby boy of 9- lb. In like nianrier Mrs.
Parkiris obliged “Bob” on May 2nd. Celebrations
arid congratulations were the order of both days.
We were on the point of starting a rival pubhi
cation entitled “Babyfact”.
Miss Gitte Barfod defied the fates by
riiarryirig “Bill” Kemp on Saturday, April 22nd.
A loss to our fnienids the Danes and a happy gain
for Bill. We endeavoured to reward this collective
valour by a gift to niark the occasion. It was
acknowledged in due forni and we all joined iii
wishing thenii every success arid happiness.
A successful section party was held at “The
Crookhands Inn” on the evening of Friday, April
11th. The roast beef almost equalled the conipany
in its degree of excellence.
On Tuesday, June 24th a coach load of 30
young ladies, students froni a local training
college for teachers, paid us a visit. They arrived
avid for coffee, biscuits and “Gen”. For once,
certain young engineers evinced an unusual eager
ness to act as conductors. The C.R.E. not even as
blind as Nelson’s good eye and being a niaster of
tactics conducted the “Tahk in” in person; the
young engineers iii question being grouped to the
rear. Thus perfect decorum was maintained—
almost! Regrettably, one young lady taking
advantage of a pause, turned, one surmises, to
look through the window. Instead of the window,
she encountered the gleani of an Engineer’s eye
and promptly fainted. Removed fronii his presence
she recovered with alacrity on reahisinig aid was
being adniinistered by our steward arid chief
cherk, both of whioni are old age pensioners!
Successfully concealing the objective, the sec
tion organised a surprise party in celebration of
Wahhy Walton’s 70th birthday. This consisted of
drinks ahh round for ahh, a box of chocs for bus
wife arid the presentation to him of a large graph
“This is Your Life”. Executed by Gordon
Franklanid the graph was both ihhuniiniated and
illuminating. Wahly states that “Delightful
Surprise” understates his reaction to the entire
effort. The graph wihh be treasurcd for all tinie.
C. WALTON.
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can often be seen coaxing WOW up Windermere
towards Ambleside or battling with fickle winds
heading for the next racing buoy. Frequent
unintentional jibes, and occasional capsizes all
add to the fun of this sport; all sailors greatly
appreciate the generosity of the Partners in pro
viding this facility and it is hoped that the
threatened removal of WOW is postponed at
least until the Motorway Contract is finished at
the end of next summer.
ROGER THOMPSON.
Cricket:
S.W.K.P. (Sections I and 2)1’ W. & C. French
After two weeks of rain, the day for the long
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rumbling in the background the game commenced.
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rest of the team by Stuart McNee with some lusty
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foursomes taking part. The standard of play niay
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our second motorway, the M22, thus conferring
upon us a modicum of “one up-manship” over
our less fortunate brethren in Westmorland who
have to be content with only one, called, we
understand the M6.
In our last news-letter we were looking forward
to the advent of fine spring weather to enable
earthworks to move ahead but regrettably last
year’s wonderful sunshine has not been repeated
and progress has been correspondingly slow. The
contract is proceeding from each end simul
taneously and we are assured by our tame
surveyor that they will eventually meet up in the
niiddle.
Since the beginning of the year we are glad to
say that visits from Partners, Associates and
others more lowly have become a regular feature
and we are now in the rather peculiar position of
feeling closer to S.W.K.P. while “on secondment
to site”, as it were, than when we were actually
part of the firm in Belfast!
Our staff total continues to rise and we now
have 27 which is about double the number with
which we moved from Belfast. Four further
engineers have joined us. Khan Ali has returned
to N. Ireland where he worked for a time with one
of our local authorities and David Linton has
arrived direct from Queen’s University—his
honours subject of soil mechanics is now being
put to good use in the laboratory where he is
bringing our soils engineer up to date. Adrian
Bell was seconded to us from Kirk, McClure &
Morton who collaborated on the bridge design
and has shown a natural talent for modelbuilding. He has now been entrusted with pro
ducing a de luxe model of our next contract,
Shanes Viaduct, and we are confident that he
will construct a work of art which the contractor
will find hard to emulate.
Another A.R.E. to join the bridges section is
Paul Wilson from the Ministry of Development
whose remark at his interview that he “had had
enough of the Ministry” struck a responsive chord
in his interviewer and ensured him of the job—he
should go far!
John Molloy and Billy McDowell are welcomed
as Inspectors. (In the case of the latter the C.R.E.
denies all charges of nepotism), Clark Ritchie as
measurement clerk brings welcome assistance to
Gordon Allen. All testing on the contract is being
carried out by the Contractor under our super
vision. In view of the Contiactors difficulty in
recruiting locally a suitable engineer to take
charge, Soils Section in London released Bob
Alderslade for a period on secondment. This
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arrangement has worked extremely well and Bob
is showing all the signs of being a good con
tractor’s man. We sincerely hope that he does not
become permanently lost to Soils Section.
A certain difficulty is being experienced in
staffing the M22 contract and at the moment Alan
Brown who has come to us fresh from the Ml is
coping single-handed——a state of affairs which we
hope will be rectified very shortly. May we say
to any candidates from “across the water” not to
be deterred by reports of riot, civil war and
insurrection. As is their wont, the communi
cations industry enlarge these matters to fearsome
proportions and it is many years now since your
correspondent had a sten gun thrust through his
car window!
The M22 contract was awarded in June to
Farrans Limited and this brings our total motor
way mileage to approximately ten. From our
point of view it might have been more convenient
if the same contractor had been building both
sections but the present set-up may have advan
tages in that the two rival concerns may keep each
other up to the mark.
Our increasing numbers have enabled us to
embark once again on sonic sporting activities
and to date one cricket and two golf matches have
been played with the Contractor. For the cricket
match we were without several of our star players
and we went down heavily. The first golf match,
which was rather a select little affair restricted to
those among us who profess to play the game
resulted in a draw. The second match at which
John Graham’s were our hosts at Royal County
Down was a much more comprehensive business
consisting of five foursomes, four of which were
convincingly won by S.W.K.P. The solitary defeat
was suffered by our two low-handicap men which
gave great encouragement to those of us who are
completely honest about their golfing ability.
Mr. Henry, having dealt effectively with one
director at the morning Engineer’s Meeting, pro
ceeded to demolish two more with some unbeat
able power golf in the afternoon.
Life on site is certainly considerably more
interesting than our previous design function and
our initial enthusiasm has been well maintained.
With the second contract beginning to get under
way those of us who are involved in both will
probably find that “interesting” is hardly the
correct word—it has even been suggested in
certain quarters that two contracts involve twice
the work and should be compensated by two
salaries—Staff Section please note!
TERRY MCDOWELL.
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Letters to the Editors
KAN0,
31st July. 1969
Dear Sirs,
We, in Northern Nigeria, on the Kano Water
Supply project have just received the Spring
Edition, No. 21. 1 congratulate you on this
edition of Pontifact, and consider it to be well up
to standard. I note with surprise that in all the
editions I have read, there has been no mention
of this sizeable Water Supply project, and this
is my third year in Nigeria. Social life up here is
almost nil, so ifwe submitted photos or drawings,
they would only be of work. There is little
chance of us, my R.E. and I, ever being “up the
creek” as there are no creeks and no boats.
Mr. J. C. Davis, R.E. wonders who is remiss.
Yours sincerely,
.1. W. PRICE,
I .0W.

The Editors reply:
Red faces all round! Quick on the draw with
the excuses we intend to blame the postal services
for the “period of delivery” and someone or
other in Nigeria for not having written up the
social doings of those of you involved in the
construction of the new Kano waterworks, or
indeed, any of the other projects at present under
way in Nigeria. Perhaps you yourself, might
form a pressure lobby to rectify this?
For the benefit of our other readers we should
explain that the present works designed by
ourselves consists of a new water treatment
plant being built at Chollowa just outside the
city of Kano to augment the water supply from
the existing works. The new works is within
sight and a mile of the old works and will initially
have an output of between 4 and 5 million
gallons per day. The water is to be obtained in
the first instance from tube wells which are to be
sunk in the bed of the Challowa River. (The river
itself does not, of course, flow throughout the
year). The construction work which is being
carried out by Pauling (Africa), Ltd., arid will
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cost about a million pounds sterling, is nearing
completion. We understand, however, that there
is, as yet, rio water available to put through the
works!
On the 4th June of this year The Times of
London ran a special feature on Manchester.
It contained a photograph not dissimilar to the
one that appeared on the cover of Pontifact on
the Christmas 1968 edition, and which carried
the following caption ‘It has been a slow job,
but the nv Manchester is at last visible’.
St. John’s Precinct proves the point”.
This
provoked the following letter to the Editor of
The Times:
Dear Sirs,
I note with concern that iii your Special
Report on Manchester in to-day’s issue, you have
located the St. John’s Precinct Development in
Central Manchester.
I am deeply disturbed by this turn of events, as
for the past two years I have been actively
engaged iii constructing these works in Central
Liverpool.
Yours faithfully,
G. Srr.i
It was not printed.
“
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cost about a million pounds sterling, is nearing
completion. We understand, however, that there
is, as yet, rio water available to put through the
works!
On the 4th June of this year The Times of
London ran a special feature on Manchester.
It contained a photograph not dissimilar to the
one that appeared on the cover of Pontifact on
the Christmas 1968 edition, and which carried
the following caption ‘It has been a slow job,
but the nv Manchester is at last visible’.
St. John’s Precinct proves the point”.
This
provoked the following letter to the Editor of
The Times:
Dear Sirs,
I note with concern that iii your Special
Report on Manchester in to-day’s issue, you have
located the St. John’s Precinct Development in
Central Manchester.
I am deeply disturbed by this turn of events, as
for the past two years I have been actively
engaged iii constructing these works in Central
Liverpool.
Yours faithfully,
G. Srr.i
It was not printed.
“
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Window of Summer
In quiet mood, on garden seat
Secure, sequestered, sweet retreat
Twixt verdant lawn and flowered bed
The swallows fleeting overhead
Such sunlight dappled midst the trees
Quick dancing light made patterned frieze
To pastel tones though darker laid
Where massive oak gave deeper shade
While topmost chestnut leaves waved high
Like green sea fire against blue sky
The softest zephyr touched my cheek
A Wagtail curtsied by my feet
Deep from the pool a goldfish rose
Bright ripples circled probing nose
Where lily nestled golden head
Serenely cupped on mirror bed.
A thrush, head cocked, in tenser mood
Portrayed concern for fledgling brood
A rose full bloomed stirred in the air
With fragrance petalled earth, once bare
Choice compliment to scent and sight
The honeysuckle spilled delight
The bees in humming nectar quest
Lulled brooding mind to peaceful rest.
The spell was cast, I took my fill
Here nature loved while time stood still.
WALLY WALTON.

No mention of Rugger in Pontifact!

Are there no he-men in the firm?
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Editors’ Note
The Editors have excused the Partncrs from
writing a Panorama for this edition.
In place of this we offer a photograph of some
of the creatures befriended by a Partners ex

Editorial

secretary, which illustrates how the experience
gained as a Partner’s secretary breeds resource
fulness adaptability, self-preservation and de
velops the protective instincts.

These denizens of the British Honduran scene arrived in this

country

in the company of Nlarv Wylev.

J

his editorial was written, like many of the
contributions for this issue of Pontifact,
against a deadline receding so fast that
it is now, in early September, almost out of
sight and part of another, and pre-holiday, age.
So the editors are ill-placed to remark loftily
how important it is for contributors to send
copy in good time. For this edition, that is.
For the Christmas issue—published on Christmas
Eve—the deadline really dies.
But this is a “Late Summer” edition, and
when the copies are distributed in London the
editors would like to think that it will be
summer still.
The editors wish to thank everyone, therefore,
who has contributed; the actual authors, strug
gling against holiday packing, Spanish sunshine,

Hong Kong
Glasgow.
British Honduras
Jordan
Muscat

..

.

..

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Mavis Johnson

Jim Blake
Hamish Murrison
Erik Bird
Neil Allen
Richard Denton-Cox

Christopher Knollys

monsoon rains, sausage flies and winged ants;
the sub-editors in their outposts who have
persuaded authors to contribute and even
helped some, by various means, to discover the
ocation of writing; and all the people who have
read, corrected and typed for the authors and
editors.
This is the extra issue to make up the three
issues each year for which the Partners have
asked. Not so large as some editions, because of
the perils already mentioned, but confounding
every editor and sub-editor who said it couldn’t
be done.
This is the place, and with a crafty eye to
Christmas, to mention who the sub-editors
and editors are, and to wish prosperity to all
readers until the next issue.

Sub-Editors
Nigeria
M6
.

Belfast
Brunei—Roads
Editors
Geoffrey Moore

Pat Vulliamy
Roger Thompson, C. Walton,
J. F. Smith
Terry McDowell
Tim Conway

Roland Pilcher

Malcolm Wilford
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